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PADUCAH. KY.. MONDAY EVENING. SEPTEMBER 3. 1906.

IREAT LABOR DAY
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County Judge Asks For Aug- John Johnson Goes Out With
ust Road Fund Collection.
Wagon and is Caught.

---

Graves County Expects Tu
Send 'I'‘‘ o H u mired.

FATkL FIRE

WRONG MAN

FLYING LEAP

N

Mese portion. The hIgnesit I i• W.
perature reached today Wits ISO
and the. looted was 70.

FROM MAYFIELD
MANY WILL COME

eowde itelien (Inning in
Last Night OIRI. ENDS LIFE AS MOTHER DID Sheriff Says It Is Not the Curesmi and Has Sell'ellI 1304111 1 4411,
BUSINESS ON 'CHANGE
. if i pr Stealing
limitigraditin Convention Promises hi
sad Streets Were 'Kull Early
.
He Cannot Pim His Books in
AU the Carpets in Feurth Street
He Greg( SUCIV`gg on otiober
Body Found in Riser Where '1Al
AII
This Morning. •
Time.
Products Taken on Contract and
Home..
1 and 5.
Was Suicide Five Years Ago,
.
'
Stored in Storehouse.,
-•
St Louis, Sept. 3.--The nody of
('hicago, Sept 3. Title*, milli 0,
0
DISORDER IS MANIFEST Bertha Rile), 12 years old, was found THE CIRCUIT (.1()URT (X)NVENES. LANDS IN
THE COUNTY JAIL.
bushels of wheat were sent out on '
l ININ6 UP THE MERCHANTS.
today in the Mississippi river near
'
special contract on the board of trade
where her mother committed suicide
today and taken in by storehouse,
Crowds of heppy looking people, five years ago by drowning.. ApparentCounty Judge H. T. Lightfoot and
John I.. Johnson, colored, el-con- Other deliveries on steamer contracts
The (-alone; of Mayfield and 0
I)
she
had
taken
life.
her
own
The
girl
inners and uniforms, many strange
Sheriff John 011avie are at war over vice and wholesale chicken thief, is in were 5,000 bushels of corn, 7e3,000 couttty
ate waging up In
did
wes," hands playing and horsemen frequently had run away from home, the reports of
the sheriff to fiscal the city lockup sith hi. back peppered bushels of oats, 5.000 tierces of lard. shape to the importance of tberemmi
On sashes riding everywhere, be- her reason being that her life was un- court,
and this afternoon will see a with bird shot. Ile is charged with 2,500.000 pounds of ribs and 2,5011 gration convention
to be held in Pa.
,kened a gala day in Paducah to- hamo since the death of her mother. climax
enteeee steeli ng and sem taceatime barrels of pork.
to the matter.
ducah'October 4 and 5.
iy, and nature came to the rescue
rhe county road fund holds, but "Mr. Johnson" will probably dupe.
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its morning, shading the sun's glare IMAGE LI Re ( HIL To DTH.
MISS WILSON NIAV GO ON STAGE.
about ithillo and there are tbout $2.- rate his former stunt
u
of
a
term
the
in
wt
Mat liea
--ith a film of cloud, which threatMet to be paid mit for 'road expenees. state penitestiars. C'hicken stealing
204 enthusiamle•citizens for the ltumi.
is the afternoon's pleasure but re- kill (lazes at Retiessti"ll in (sister"and
Judge Lightfoot &Nitres to mecum, being now a felony.
Daughter te Secretary of Agriculture. gration movement
and the Imbued
Falb
Into Water.
eves the fears of the boys In jeans,
(uncle to settle the indebtedness aaJ
Early this morning Johnson drove
!rig or maAeld and Graves cotent
P41
'
11.
'
1 11 et Itelwas in weefametret.
ho are marching this morning.
verbally ordered,the sheriff to appear entepear Eighth and Ohio streets In
and all southwestern Kentucky. Maym
Rfitord, inii., Sept. 3.--ifiemie in
Last night's trains and boats anti
court this afternoon and make a quest of chickens.
SrashInpon. Sept. 3
Vario.:s r'- Watts has aPpointed the following
. He was well predelie trains this morning indicate the Parker, aged 6, toda) was found
settlement
lir contends that OM- pared for handling the booty, having ports.havg been heard in Washington
egates from the city: George Kenned
ggest Labor day crowd Paducah drowned in a cistern at her home in
tory provisions (Impel the stieriff to secured a one•horse wagon.
that
Miss
Flora
Wilson. daughter of T. J. Murphy J. W. Landum. Dr. .1
Real.
ter saw, and it is an orderly crowd. five feet of water. The little girl's
make monthly settlements, hut this dent.
,were *wakened h) the twine of Secretate Wilson, intendeel to go upon I,. Dismuk -, Will ,Ridgeway. H. C
he boys from the shops evidently doll and a half-eaten apple told the
has not been followed In the past
the chickens and found Johnson try the stage. lehe is now in hhirope. bti` Neale, J. T. 'ebb. W. J. Webb J. E.
'slim that this is their day and they tale of her death
She probably wit,
t`ounty• Judge lAghtfoot this morn- Ing to load a aeop into his wagon.
expects KOOS to return to the Unit d Robbins. B. F
lec). R. F. Wright, II
a .e going to demonstrate their ca.. looking at her image in the water and
ing issued a call for a meeeng
A shotgun was bro:ght into play gtatlea* Secretary- Wt:sen made ' no J. Wright, . R. Leeman. John Watts.
of Seca;
i
telly for rational enjoyment.
fell in.
covet' this afternoon at 2 o'clock for and Johnson after recelvine the con• comment whatever on the reports.
Gus Tho as. R. 0. Hester. R. E
It is estimated that there are 5,the purpose of sell' ng with the sheriff tents of On* barrel started to run The
Johnson.. W. K. Wall, George like
0 ;De strangers in Paducah today.
for the month's collections. He stated next barrel was dischwreod but he
H. J. Moorman, J. I.. Sberrill. Genre.
Tilts morning the coaches of all •
that the sheriff had to be there and stepped it end meaped.
Ligon. C. W. Witeon, ef. A *fermiter
coming passenger trains were filled
this was as much a5 he would 'lite.
Hts horse -and wagon was left. and
Art Brand, W. A. Usher, G. T. Fuller
Ith passengers coming to Paducah
Sheriff Ogilvie was men this morn- Patrolmen Brett Ferguson and Thad
R. T. Davis J. II. Watson, B. F Holt
attend the Labor Day celebration.
_ trig and made the following state- Terrell were sent out to wateh for his
Miles, Scott Cook Will Brand, Jat
he Mayfield band arrived to take SiANI JErr 81E8 Kit "LisAlFrX3
'
lAWISVILLe
IS VISITED WITH
mere:
return)" He came for his vehicle and
AM)JUDGE HARGIS.
Hamlett, Lee Dupree.
irt in the parade and hundreds ot
ntAzi.:
BAD
Os
FOURTH AVE.
'It has not been customary for the the pollee grabbed him and put the
To Intermit Tradesmen.
enters front all points between Pa-'
sr
sheriff to settle by the month and it handcuffs about his writes.
'rho Commercial club appotnted Go
icah, Fulton. and Cairo came in
works a great inconvenience on me.
"Well. I guees I'm in
to' hit
following committem to call on vart
.13 morning.
They Charged HIni With %non But I can not
get my books posted in time again:* Johnson remarked as he was iine caperten Block
Mug EV'OrPflgiOnal and lines of husinen•
Rank as Employee.
Wed.
Between
He Was Acquitted se reein as
to *tittle when the judge wants me to taken to (be hall.
in the eiti, and expeiin to them th;
The Palucah • Traction company
nut and Chestnut Streets (latchHie Trial Contttttetetel.
I do not object at all to settling, but
rough protection to Itself has
el& Fire.
Importance and value of this immi
Johnson is a tall yellow
negro
It is next to an impossiblet, and I
erasion movement, and intermit then
ippted a rule- on advice of its atand when seen in the lockup this
do not know what I shall do about mornng
rneyn, Wheeler, Hughes & Berry,
In the convention meeting by pierig
refused to make any spite"
Winchester, Ky., Sept. 3. -• An- it'
Sept . 3.--require a release signature from
.
/tient. Patrolman eicittt Ferguson and
R. ing them to attend and co-operst,
Louisville,
At the last meeting of fiscal coert Detective T. J.
'cry person soiling tickets for the otaer chapter in the Breathitt county
Moore Gib hiorntng
Cox. bf Bardatown•eiria -fili
wrr)
atifeil -to etth the 6nremerr-tel club 1"lita w°r1
nidens of Labor contest on the trotting was the filing of a suit here the county road supervisor was order- "sweated" him and he confessed to
and also to arrange with them to at
death. Harvey White, who roomed
.rs. Workers for their favorite can- last night by Sam Jett against Judge e•d to make a month:y report to he haseng tried to steal the ehiekens this
tend a general mass meeting to bS
with
Cox,
had
a narrow escape from
dates board the cars and sell tick- James Hargis and Rd Callahan, of board and this is only another step to- tuorning. lie had held the latter part of the month le
rn i-ll the "...n
axph%ziatton. Capt Samuel Oldham
martheeess ot when detected and shot.
s on the care, going from one to Breathitt county, and B. F. French, wards systemising the
the irtrieet of the immigration con
of
the
No.
9
Engine
company,
fell
Mr. \ .rge Berry, the well-known
e other, and their Incessant move- of this city, asking damages In the county officials.
('
follows
from a ladder, 30 feet to the street venti".
"'mitt." arc' a.'
Sheriff Ogilvie hes roleeted $16.- Illinois Central wood-worker,
set subjects them to the earne dan- sum of $10,000. A year or two ago
did the below, and
was
picked
up
uperenTrevel"g
Mee
-24eelry
r)1115"4
0to date. ,
i n one month's time,
Ir as conductors. The company will Jett was indicted in Breathitt counshooting, and 12 shots took effect in
Floes Lack.
4
Below; by fellow firemen. Arthur W.
Johnson's back. Berry
ive every person getting tickets on tY for arson, being charged
with
-Retail Merchants' Amor-teflon --II
resides on Ventres,
in fleeing for his life. fell
Ctrs-alt Court i 1111Vellea.
Seventh street between
e cars to sign an agreement to re- burning the house in which he livC. Rhodes, James A.
Husbands
...JAY ,
down a flight of steps and suffered a
and
The :Titular September term
i.e the street ear company from ed. which was burned about sixteen
Rockman
Filmset&
He heard the
liosielans---Dr. Frank !hod an
of
fracture of the right ankle. John
years
before
the
finding of the In- McCracken eieenit court began this noise and tier-urine his gun shot.
a ty liability for accident
Dr. J R
R. Ortieman.
Hoffman was burned about the neck. "
dictment. Jett was tried this spring morning and the first work Wag that
Johnson has a crimlual record-- William genic, einemen or the No.
Rosiness; at Starkest-ill.
Real Estate and inaarlInee-E. E
Jett of swearing the sheriff STWI other of11- eight rears in tho penlerwitlars. 114'
The Illinois Central shops and and was promptly acquitted.
9 Engine compani. was badly cur lientlitiaa and W. P. Hnlinntrl.
Factories- -A. J Decker Earl Pal
iinufactur.ng plants all over the accuses Hargis, Callahan and French „teals of the court. The grand Jury went tip from Padneah. He broke inti, about the face and banes by pieces
ty are Idle today because of the with maliciously procuring the In- was empaneled as follows: W. T. Pep- the Leech, resilerce on Nord) Fourth of falling glass. These
mer
and J. V. Hardy.
are a few of
per G. B. Rowland, lk W. Whittle street, now occupied by Mayor
gal holiday and the fact that Labor dletment hence the suit.
Veber, the incidents connected with the fire
Wilt"lla:t.
(irmsPili -1/1)-t rar7e)
----411..,. ,.
George W. Murphy, J. M. P. Brewer. and took awa a wagon load
sy is being observed can be seen on
of car- which partially
gutted
the north We,(.ark and Pat belt
Training
New
Station.
Naval
Jame* T. Hill, H. C. Rennick, H N. pets end household goods,
I sides.
Druggists-J. P. ereeth, Doitela
wing of what is known as the "old
eVaehington, Ii. ('. Seet. 3 - Act- Grief. John
nipple, Henry Scheer.
At 7 o'clock tradesmen sat on
Caperton Building." a four-story Baal”• Gus Smith
eir porches clad In their Labor Day lag Secretary Newberry today . ap- E. B. RIchardwin. H. C. Rudolph.
Coal dealers. Transfer rempenli.
Charles Francis ftrushe-the noted structure extending on the went side
After sendi ng the jot,- to its
tire. Some wore white, some blue proved the plans for the building to
room. Cleveland electrician, nas on his of- oleFourtb avenue from No. 660 to and tew
aners-P. 1.)
'
is""atrl
'
k
*rails and others were dressed In Ise erected at the naval training its- after the formal instructions, the flee door: "Office hour.. 11
Toni Barry, C. M. Budd a-nd Jame
. 3o to No. 670.
eular holiday attire. Every one was Con at Lake Bluff, 30 mere north of
O'Donell.
12." He Is there promptly and never
. Chicago, The core of the Rite and malt*pared to enter the parade.
Bankers-W. F
(Continued on Page Four.)
PIXton, .1
S
works overtime.
Setprt- gnakret Felt.
At the Illinois Central shops there Mg It ready for the station 'Is about
.
Bleecker end B II Scott
seA
3.
Jenc:ro.
Sept.
le,
Rio
as little activity. The round-house 12,50.00. The last congress approvpA earthquake shove was felt tooduced the most, a small force be- Deleted $7540,000 and authorized conSOME APPLAUSE
day at Tacna and Arica, Chili. 'Sixg retained for the purpose of get- tracts to the extent of $2,000,000 to
- ---teen slighter ehorks followed
the
Ile out engines for the regular complete the station.
Acrorded Production of
Playlet hi
first.
ins. In the wood-working departBryaiee Dringliter.
IS USED RV COUNTY JAILER FOR BROUGHT FROM FULTON ON
else revertl carpenters were repair- ---g the floor, which had rotted, the
THE FIRST TIME.
CHARGE OF MURDER.
New
York,
Sept
3.-Mrs. Wilean
'ad taking advantage of the bollJennings Bryan and her daughtet
ty to make the necessary repairs.
Grace. am(' several friends occupied 1
At the post-office. banks and other
Two Recalcitrant Petitioners Taught Anne. Graham linpoenred i41 RP Native
box at the Union Square theater ti
.
iblic instituth)ns, cards were posted SAVED :MISS GEORGIA HUSBANDS
Better lioluavlor In Its
SHE SAID UNTIL SHE BLED AT witness the rendition of the play:,
of Fulton and Not Paducah.FROM PROBABLE INJURY.
a mounieng the closing of the plices
THE NOSE,
Dark ('onflnes.
That sated Him,
written by Mrs. Ruth Letitia. Bryan'a
1 account of the holldaY.
•
eldest daughter. The play received i
At the city hall no court was held
fair amount of applaii.e.
id the chain-gang was given a rest. --..
I.M.4
I• ,
.17 Horne Ran Away and Coltentless houses were opened until
et
The
Factory
Employe
Iliaek
Hair
of
Wardutigeon
recently built, tender.
,
_The .eoung maii arrested at Fulton
tided %%Rh Horse and Buggy
., - •
RAILROAD TIED UP.
.enoon hour hut this afternoon will
tne county jail has proven a success, Raturdav snepeeterl of being James
rant Issued for Her Foreman,
Title Morning.
log about a general closing.
taro unruly prisoners
Jhn
John Hence-.
having been Graham. who Is alleged to have eonsuccessfully punished by five hours' feeeed
All Train Men Strike for Reduction n
The Parades
to a woman of the murder of
confinement. They are Wallace Wool- Claude' Bass was brouglr icielFi-ceTre
- -- Hones.
Headed by Marshal Jack Sanders.
But for a flying leap that brought folk, charged with robbing the mails,
----le big parade covering ten blocks
Saturday evening by Lieutenant Tom
A warrant ha. been Issue/ for the
totted" off promptly at 10 o'clock. her to the sidewalk on her feet, Miss and George Fernantt, charged with Potter and released. He was not the
Fort Worth. Tex., Sept. 3 -All en
arrest of John Harvel. a for tan at
he Paducah military band respien- ,Georgia Husbands, daughter of Mr. grand larceny both white.
ginner!, firemen, conductors and brak
the man wanteer
the Morgentheler-Horton Basket farGeorge
Husbands,
have
might
been
Five houra each were given the
int in new uniforms came first folmen on the Texas Southern. are on .
The prisoner took the arrest coolly
Mechanicsburg
InIn
the
ton
at
IX
,
seriously hurt. as the result of a prisoners in the dungeon and it was
.wed bv the entire pollee force,
and -stated that he did not mind the stance of Maude Perdue. a girl em- strike. The road is completelY tie
re and fire commissioners, fire de- horse, hitched to the delivery wagon worse than a turkish
bath. They trip as he wanted to come to Paducah
The men demand a reduction o
i
at the plant. The girt alleges tip.
PioYed
of Meyer, Schmid, Clark & company, sweltered end the, light was shut off
trtment and city officers.
for the Labor Day celebration He bid that Harvey grebbed her Saturday anl hours. front 12 to in. No violence I
Mayor Yelser rode In a earriaree running away on Third street about totally. The experignce has Caused the
police farewell and left for the city ,hook her unneerelfuey until she bled anticipated.
the prisoners to quiet down and there
ith the president and Peter Smith. 9 o'clock this morning,
--Patrolman Wie Regent was at the at the nom. The case will come
up
Miss Husbands was riding with is no trouble experienced row with
he county offieers followed?*
MEETS STRANGE DEATI
Union Station When Police Lieutenant this aftereeon
WOMAN
Magistrate
before
In the recond division the cande Mrs. P. H. Riley Is a single-seated them..
Tom Potter arrived with he prisorsr,
Boradfoot
trial.
stopped
George
for
had
at
They
rig.
horse
their
atm for Goddess of Labor came first
Dew as Result of Boller Wound In
Patrolman Rogers is acquainted with
illowed by the machinists' float and Third street arid Kentucky avenue In
NOT NATURAL OAS.
Illieted in Myeternme Manner.
the alleged murderer.
front of Bonds' store when a big
RAIN MARRED PARADE.
remarkable
feature,
One
the
of
of
hitched
to the wholemis grohorse
(Continued on Page Four.)
Marion, Ill.. Sept. ;.- Mr*. J. M
eery wagon. and driven
by T. B. But Dynamite emoted the Explosion the arrest of the wrong man At Fulton
are the oirceenstaticert surrornding the Ile"
and -Pollee are Looking.
, St"ren Bruit(' Over Vieet al Davis died today from the efilects of 'a
Jones, came tearing south on the
Oyeler Rey.
KTENRLAND ARRESTED.
man's conduct. He was Ire' Paditrah
.
wound received last evening while gc
street. The phaft of the delivery waTangier. Sept. 3.-Paul O.
Mg to a neighbor's house. 11.1s to1Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 3. -At Ar- during the murder and left immediateIon struck the rear of the hitggy.
Wee-island, the Ithicago banker,
Oyster Bay, Sept. 3.-Mneh to the known how or why she was shot.
and Miss Husbands, who had not mourdale, Kas., today a More arca- iy afterward. According to (leahame;
wanted for wrecking the etilwau
time to alight, gave a leap to the ised-ffy Arnold Lieberman, and two own admiesiori and the statement of disappointment of thoueands of slier_
kee Avenue letnk. we. erreeted
- In the greet
• dwelltngs were destroyed as a result bite employer he came to Isadoelall th" Wore and partielpant.
S. W. HAGER HERE.
sidewalk.
here this morffing ley District AtThe delivery
horse fortbnately of an explosion at first- supposed to Seturdav
. night before the murder and naval spectacle a clowinponr of rain
A (emeeneit with Her Friends *owls
fell at the corner, and besides push. have been due to leaking natural left Tneeday night, arrivItrg at Fulton came this morning at 3 o'clock
°wiser °
"
.
I , of (shiesa". a-lie parsued Stentiland through Englend
morning. The mueee- storm broke over the fleet eccompaie
It Wednesday
ing Mrs. Riley's horse several feet gas. Two persons were injured.
Night.
since developed
that the building was committed Turelly night. He is led by a great display of lightning eni
did no damage.
and Spain.• 14freeland ded feten
Chicago July 12 end wiett Most
. lihtindr,r and a heavy wind, but
S. W. Hager, eandidate for (Ii
The driver said his horse frighten. was not piped for gas end the explo- *bout the mine ages' the man wanted twelve
ae at a banner on the street.
In New York. He took the
nion probably was the result of a and his hair re the same color, His no damage MA1 'reported. The rids Domooratic nomination for governs"
etteatner Rt. Pant for lAverpool
dynamite' explosion. The Pollee are faintly, however. ;widest In Fulton cease! s' 6 &flock. There was an wee in Paderah yeate day (*miter,' .1 X
sled went till903_. _Mete through - -.It le better to be penny *wise than looking for Lieberman, who haa ilts. while the other GrahtiM'e MOther lives Get aelenee deilte'e until the hour set with les Mende_ _Ho eefeeeelajw
, _mars
for the review.
appeared.
Paducah.
Slain.
Inc
_
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theisorltiije.Honlumr,ky PADUCAH BONO
TO=NIGHT STAYS WITH TEAM

MONDAY. narrisaisaft

40.1•11ENNI

BID LEAffits 'WRITING SPIDiRS
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
ARE HELD IN AWE
Qut paying rent. Let us build the house, you pay for it as yen
pay rent. Vacant lots in all parts ot the city. Nice lots on the
proposed car extension on Broad to union depot and on Allen
streets from $50 to $350 each. Buy now on installment plan
while cheap. This is the highest ground In the city. Property
is advancing rapidly.

Shut

Out Again

By Score ot

KING OF
TRAMPS

McCracken Real Estate 0 Mortgage Co.

[

TAI

1

National League.
Chicago 2. St. Louis 5; batteries.
Pfeister. Iteulbaeh and Moran; Bebe Traditional Web Saved The
Six to Nothing:
,
and Noonan.
Christ Child.
Cincinnati 4, Pittsburg 2; battertee, Fraser and Livingston; Leifield
LIllard
Suntlierss, Press. arid Mgr. Phone 7.
% ineenues, %Airs (lame Nisei 'afro large and Gibson.
Asesiti-Sariont Kaire Took Their 3ft-stel Sunday Aftermema--Bet sem
hames as lieal 1'1..1de-4ies In.
A Yankee Doodle Comedy in four
• American I44;gue.
aupend.
and at a handsome eatery will atspired by Deity.
Big Laughing Acts.
Chicago 4, Cleveland 1; batteries,
-tempt to ascertain how the hens of
White and Towne; Bernhard and BeFUNNIER THAN A CIRCUS
the counrry may be induced to dismis.
charge their duties better. He has
STANDING IN KITTY LEAGUE.
An entertainment tor children
St. Louis I. Detroit 0; batteries. ONE MAN
NtAkEsi THEM t.prrm gathered togethe
r a flock of select
from (4 to (.0.
Petty and O'Connor; Donovan and
chickens and with them has retired
Payee.
A LOMADY with a plot mounted
for a series of experiments. He.wiri
king of Tr:eget.
with ..pecial scenery.
Team MaioMsg.
Since the Sun published an exclu- carefully note the effect of various
SATURDAY'S GANIES.
"The King of Tramps- is the matiW:
Pct.
L.
feeds,
served
dry
and moist, hot an]
Muskat Singing and Dancing
sive account of the writing spider,
National League.
nee attraction at the Kentueity•theatre.
Vincennes
71 48 596
othep cities have discovered their cold, upon the egg industry under
Cincinneti 7, Pittsburg 9
Specialties.
is a musiele comedy, said to he reIt
Cairo
65 56 537
presence and the Owensboro Inquir- his observation, and the department
Philadelphits 3. Brookiyn 6.
plete with catchy songs and danttee.
Jacksonville
.63
55
533
hopeful
Is
that when his report te
The show you have been waiter has the following to say on the
New York 7, Boston 2
prospects are for large houses
PADUCAH
• 34I SeI 173
ready he will have much valuable and the
ing for.
soklect:
Chicago
St.
8,
Louis
1.
at both performances. The corupant
Danville
e
51 66 456
informa
tion
to
impart
to
farmers and
There is a vague superstition in
carries an excellent band and orches49 71 412
AND ORCHESTRA Mattoon
the minds of some Attie that spi- others who raise poultry.
Americus League.
tra the former of which was beard on
ders
--PRICES-are utilized by the Deity as an
New York 5, Washington 4. First
the street his morning
Yesterday's ik-orepi.
agency to warn people of approach- ('IRE FOR CANCER IN CLAINIED.
Matinee: Children toc, adults 25C.
game.
Cairo 1, Danville 4.
ing events by writing In their webs
Night-25, 35, 60 and 760.
New York 5, Washington 3.
"Two Orphism"
Vincennes 3, Mattoon 0.
Coitesne 1441.e-ism .%rliticielly Pre
some sentence
that (erelong the
Detroit
3. St. Louis 0.
The
Jacksonville 6, Paducah 0.
title
of the play y which conies to
diteto lessease in .%nimitis.
event. This superstition' was for a
Cleveland 7. Chicago o
the Kentucky next Saturday for matiNOTICE.
number
of years a natienal one with
Boston 1 PhIladePhie 4.
Where They Play.
Berlin, Sept. 3.---Dr. Otto Schmidt, nee and night, will recall familiar facet,
Lite of new sub:scribers added by the
Boston-Philadelphia. second, post- the Anglo-Saxon race, and the in('em
at
Mattoon
.
Cologne, has succeeded in maker; to the old theater goers and many of
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TALK IN ENGLAND
CHEAP BUT POOR
Felt I se %Vie

as Compared
With Americans.

ME =MOAT/ EVENING! BUR
His successor now receives $100. A
termer captor of Freedom.- N. Ii.,Mee
distIngulehed himself by carrying the
Malls several miles daily for two an.:
a half nallls a year. The job now
Pays MO. Altogether Uncle Sam's
letter carriers are coining into tiewei:
and better conditions, to which the
automobile as a future means of dis- 1
tribution forms a very attractive if
not yet actually existing addition.

COTTON IS KING
OF OUR EXPORTS
Passes the Four Hundred

Mil-

lion Mark.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 3.

I

The Western Idea
In Advertising—and
Its Progress
Ten years ago more than 60 per cent_of American Advertising originated within 10 miles of Park Row, New rork.
Today 60 per cent of American Advertising comes from the
Chicago territory.
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Which we send free to interested advertise
rs.
in 1904.
latest report of the census ' nresu retirement of prominent officers limit
Europe
is
our
principal
customer tot
Americans cee the "phone" and the ed to the navy. for on the 15th_ 01
-aw cotton. The United Modem took
"wire" many times oftener than do September Lieutenant-General Corbit
ast fear 177 million dollars' worth.
the natives of the mother country. will tease to be the active bead of the
)army 101 millions, France 45 rill:army.
a
fact
PIEWMPAPER - NIAG.A.ZINK - OUTDOOR
rendered rather more inAll of which would seem to indicat&
leas and Italy about 27 millions, while
that John Fkill has fouled his govern ter:fisting when it is remembered that
die
other
countrie
s "of Europe took
mem and city bne.ness ,modopelies lieutenant-generals have been mor
of the exception than the rule in the shout 32- million dollars' worth. itLARGISIOT ADVERTISING AGENCY IN AMERICA
Endre or less of a losint game.
CHICAGO
United States' army ind that befo:c em is also a customer of (Star raw cotxpst-da. N'us.usta
mut Cusrtma .441,1110r0""•""
N KW
ion.
hut very irregular in the quantity
long the llt:twIlt ceee to exist.
Shill Carrying Service.
>ought since she only buys largely if
Compete:on in bidding for mai,
1merican cotton when prices are low,
Rescue of a Merchant.
contracts, particularly in rural disA prominent merchant, of- Skoog°. eeing upon India and China in years
tricts, is fast becoming a matter of
N. Y., J. A. Johnson, says: "Several step American prices are high. Tn.!
history, according to postoffIce °Metals
years ago I contracted a (tough which .alue of cotton exported to Japan is.
Formerly Uncle Sam found carriers
grew worse, until I was hardly able he fiscal year 190i was, to round
for many of the smaller routes for
to move around. I coughed coo- .erms. a asiiliona dollars, In 11105. 1'7
practically eothing, but in near!,
seemly and nothing relieved my ter- nillIons, and in 19104 less than 3 milevert such case the man who bolls
rible suffering until I tried Dr. King's loos.
the Job nowadays receives a more or
In manufactured cottons. China is
New Discovery. Before I had taken
Sem adequate rompensation. Under
half a bottle my cough was much iy far our largest customer. The total
the old regime the most extraordinam
Capital
better and in a short time I was en- value of all cotton tuantifactures ex$100,000
condition of affairs often existed. Fo:
tirely cured. I surely believe it saved sorted in the fiscal sear 19406 was.
gnus.
50 000
Instance, the mail carrier at Lake
million dollars, of which 3-0 mil
my life. It will always be my family
Stock holders liability
Charles, IA.. was under contract for
100,000
remedy for colds." Fully guaranteed: ions went to China. Practically a:
four rears to pay to the government 50c
and.$1.00 at all druggrsta. Trial 1 the cotton goods sant to China weTotal security to depositors
tbe sum of $5•0 a year for carrying bottle
e the form of cloth, the total value of
free.
the malls by steamer a distance of
-otton cloths experted te Chins. In the
JEWELRY
Accounts of individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
fifty-five miles three times each week,
sum IcOVISD 11111111LIEr.
year being $29.641.1 ma, and of ,,the:
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
it you are troubled with liver comthe val:e to the carrier being found.
teal will charm ana delight the
plaint und have not received help read •otton goods $172,887.
courteous treatment.
of 'course, In the business standing this. Mrs Mary M. Hammond,
Moody.
edge of ilne gems. Rings, Renuelli•
Teins
t was In poor health—wilt
which he derived from the service. liver trouble—
Ornamen
tal
for over a year. DocCombs,
A Scientific Weeder.
This contract has just ended and the. tors did me no good and I tried Herb
The cures that stand to its credr 141119ele...s, etc.
inc. and three bottles cured
I can't
new Incumbent is to rece:ve a salary say two much for Heroine. me.
as It Is a make Bucklen's Arnica
Salve a scieight
of $2.000 a year for doing just the wondirrful liver medicine. I always
WATCHBS
have It In the house. Publish where entific wonder. It cured E. R. Mul*lame work that cost hes predeeeltior you wish.ford, lecturer for the Patrons or
Sold by all druggists.
$50 annually. A still more curious
Husbandry. Wasnesboro. Pa., of a for Ladles and teentiemen, In gold,
instance of the old order is found In
The Italians do not seem to feel distressing case of Piles
It heals the silver or gunmetal, Cigarette team
the case of West Brideeton, Vt., where cold when the sky ill blue, no matter
worst Burns-, Sores, Boos, Itleers, Hatch Boxes, Cigar Cutters, etc. All
the carrier for going twelve times a how low the temperature. It le
onlY Cuts. Wonnds Chilblains and Salt sorts of dainty pieces of silver fee mi
I
week to WoodstOck Mx miles away, when the sky Is overcast and the
-sleady's" dressing table.
Rheum. Only 25e at all druggists.
received the princely remuneration of air humid that they complain or a
one cent each year for h
L's told spelt
Close kin are I
vw Frftrif
%CUMIN.
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LORD & THOMA.S
ADVERTISING

$250,000

maws.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

Open Saturday nights from seven to

o'clock

Third and Broadway

Subscribe for THE SUN and get the news
while it is news.

I RUM, PAXTON

CO., INSURANCEmPtIONE 30

THE OLD RELIABLE ST. BERNARD COAL
NONE SUPERIOR

REDUCED IN PRICE THIS MONTH
St. Bernard Lump Coal
St. Bernard Nut Coal
Anthracite, Best Grade, delivered from car

e

THERE IS NO KENTUCKY COAL

-

12c Bushel
11c Bushel
$9.00 a Ton

LIKE ST. BERNARD

Place Your Orders Now

ST. BERNARD GOAL GO.
JOE T. BISHOP,Manager.

Both Phones 75
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BY THE SUN PUBLISHING CO.
ilIGORPOnATID
F IL Fumes. Pisaidest.
win J. Paaeosi. timers Matisse
SUBSCRIOTION RATE
ogssersa st the ecstatic a Pod
second class matter )
THE DAILY SUN
Sy carrier, per week
Sy mall, per month, In advaam...--__ .49
tiy mail, per year, in advance
THE WEEKLY SUN
at.00
rot year, by mall. postage geld
address. THE SUN. Muesli, Ky.
Orme, Ill South Third.

I 441go,I
MONDAY. SEPTEMBEIt 3.
.1•11=IMIN.

CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
August 17..3888
August 1.4836
August 18..3874
August 2 3e48
August 20..3852
August 3..38s3
August 21..3811
August 4.3864
August 22..3834
August 6..3863
August 23..3832
August 7.181.9
August 24..3841
August 8.3916
August 25..4220
August 9.3927
August 27..3865
August 10..3896
August 28.. 3849
August 1 ff:`.3951
August 29..4327
August 13..3894
August 30..4$30
August 14..3885
August 31..4407
August 15..3904
August 16..3898
, ...106,379
Total
3940
Average for Mutate. 1906
2705
Ayerage for August. 1905
Increase

Regular

235

before me,
Personally appeared
this September 1, 1906, E J. Paxton, general manager of The Sun,
who affirms that the above statement
of the circulation of The Sun for the
month of August. 1110.6, is true to the
best of his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR,
Notary Public.
My commission expires January
22, 1904
Daily Thought.
"The man who does things from a
sense of duty, rather than from rnadulation of will, does not often go
wrong.'

Pastors

Returning
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MANY CHURCHES GREAT LABOR DAY
OPEN YESTERDAY PROGRAM BEGINS

"How did Miss W•yup happen to wi•rry her ooaohmanr
"I suppose he drov• her to it:
practical suggestions is made by the
Mayfield Messenger, which calls on
the mayor and county judge to act:
We hope Mayor Watts and
County Judge Crossland will appoint quite a number of delegates from Mayfield and Graves
county to attend the meeting of
the promoters of immigration
for Jackson's Purchase which is
to be held in Paducah October
4 and 5. This is eminently a worthy movement and during the
next rear Graves county should
citizens
get at least 150 new
to lovite here.
urges its
The Hickman Courier
Commercial club to take advantage
of thi opportunity and get Hickman's
share of the benefit:
last week we published a
clipping from the Padueab Sun
furnished us by the Paducah
Commercial club, in which was
explained a plan to secure immigrants for Western Kentucky.
We thick there is no doubt
about it being • wise scheme
and clue which will benefit Hickman and surrounding country
as much as anythittg that could
,
be done Now there is no reit
son why our Commercial club
of this
should not take hold
movement and let Hickman get
her share of the booty. If the
scheme is a good one aud we
think that it Is. why not lets
take hold and see what there Is
in it. We are not going to get
anything unless we go after it.
and this is a settled fact.

If President Frank Sfirm'o. of the
Real Estate Trust company, hi
late
LABOR DAY.
rap twice.
• "Blessed is the man. Cho has found really dead, he will please
at
all. The
needn't
Otherwise,
rap
he
his work "
rapping will be well attended to.
Thus spike the seer of the •Ftlycrofters, but the blaephemons Hubbard
A Kentucky woman brike the dihas added a new beatitude worthy to vorce reoord in Chicago Sarurda>, getwith the
be enshrined in-- /tremor>
ting the dteree fifteen minutes after
other,.
For speedy Juliet-.
filing her bill.

pleased anticipations to learn that
Congressman Stanley ta an emeritus
professor of belles-lettres In a Kentucky college.
Why is a Kentuckian, in common
with most other Southerners, habitually leas restrained in the repression of high-pitched emotion than
most other folks? Congressman Stanley was denouncing the Tobacco
Trust, dwelling especially on its towering the price which it paid to the
Kentucky farmers for their crops.
"There was not," said be. "in 1903,
in all the world, not In the jungles
of India nor on Siberia's frozen
plains, in no pest-haunted, penurygehenna of disease and death yonder
cursed hole in the Orient, no Chinese coolie or San Donengo negro,
in that fever-infested gehema
of
disease and death yonder in Panama,
nor on God's footstool anywhere was
or
there a living slave to penury
power so wretched or so poor as the
Kentuckian on his native hearth.
Still blessed by fertile soil, the sueine, and the dew, but robbed of
nature's abundance and God's goodness by the merciless machinations
of this trust."
We have our own opinion of the
Tobacco Trust; hut somehow we fine
it difficult toethink Kentucky's plight
was so bad as all that. Further.
Congressman Stanley charged that
because of this trust the women of
Kentucky were compelled to go to
work in the fields:
"The Kentuckian permits not the
winds of summer to visit too roughly tbe face of her whose love has
blessed and sanctified his whole exlatesece.... And yet, in that fair Southland I have seen a frail girl. (kid's
Ministering %Meet at the holiest altar ever raised to His fireside, torn
from the home
where love him
crowned -her f have seen her Moentwine from about her white neck the
ivory arms of her babes, and before
the aurora had gilded the dawn I
have seen her like a beset of burden
bowed in the dirt and dust and toil
of the fields, driven there by the wolverine teeth of want, by the insatiate lust for gold, the remorseless,
pitiless, accursed hand of this combine."

union, numbering 27. All the men
were in smart weifte dress. The carmen followed with 50 in line and
Fields.
5 -us Minister is Heard at Second headed by the Rev. Peter
Thirty-five Leatherworker* were In
Baptist Church Isunday—No
line after the Machinists and they
One is (ladled.
were followed bc- the Lusterine soap
float and the Pittsburg coal company's wagons. The ship carpenters,
REV. NEWELL ON GAMBLING numbering 44,
followed then
the
caulkers and joiners with 12 in line.
The painters and decorators to white
Many churehm that wre closed for uniforms had 26. The eigarmekers
the suniuser opened yesterday the reg- 11. tinners 6, and the Hoene Telewith two
ular pastors returning front their va- phone company followed
cations, refreshed and their congrega- floats of instruments. The electrical
tions keen to enjoy once more the workers' band followed by that local.
weekly serview. Only the First Pres- numbering 37, followed.
The boilermakers' float had actual
byterian and the First Baptist, besides
thew without pastors are Will dark. work of boiler-making going on and
Ttre Rev. W. E. Cave is still suffering 24 were in line. The blacksmiths and
somewhat from hie sickhees of two helpers also had a float showing their
months ago, and the Rev. Calvin work and had, 20 in line. The retail
Thompson, of the First Baptist church, clerks followed by the barbers comis detained in Deaver by an accident pleted the parade.
The Mayfivid band in white duck
to his little son,
uniformi was the recipient of many
Al Grace cnu-ch, Episcopal, the
oonsplimenta for its playing and apRey. I) C. Wright filled bee pulpit
pearance along the line of march.
yesterday morning. He has
been
The line of march was:
*pending the summer visiting In Ohio.
North on Fourth to Monroe, west
At- the First Reptile church the on Monroe'to
Fifth, south OD Fifth
Rev. E. H. Cunningham, of the Sec- to
Adams. east on Aoarns to Third,
ond clerrelt, preached rewords): to an north on Third to
Kentucky, east on
exceedingly large congregation.
Kentucky to First, north on First to
The Rev. L. M. Varble, of Weei Broadway,'west on Broadway
to
Port Ky.. preached at the Mechanics- Ninth, countermarch to Fourth and
burg Christian riserch yesterday.
Broadway and disband.
The Her. T. J. Nw.ii contieued his
This Afternoon.
series of practical sermons at the
This afternoon the celebration will
Broadway Methodic church lest night be continued at the park under the
by speaking about gamblielt.
direction of the Central "Aber union.
The Rev Peter Field filled the prif- 'The •day will be given over
enWt at the Third street Methodist joyment, various kinds of contests
having been arranged between the
church.
The •Rev. W4lliam Baurquen, pastor unions.
A vigorous contest for Goddess of
Labor is on between Miss Edna Bukey, candidate of the Machinists' union; Miss Melee Love Prince, candidate of the Carmen's union,
and
Miss Geraldine Gipson candidate of
the Carpenters' union. Tickets will
be sold all afternoon and the voting
will continue until tonight, when the
Keened Baptise.
The Rey. Sesser, from near limits ballots will be counted. Miss Nellie
ville,• filled the pulpit at the Secood Hotchkiss Is the Goddess of Labor
this year.
Bareht cleereh
yesterdsy
morning
and VANN • and he made a good impreehkes No pastor wilt be selected
mite a busiacm meeting, which will
Probable be he:d the letter part of
this month. In the meantime 'eventl
ministers will be Invited to come here
and preach trial sermons and then the
Bee Beyer.
rommittee will make their selection
This morning at 1 o'clock
Ben
and submit it to the members of the
Fleyer, aged 26, died at his home
eh ri esti.
about 2 miles out on the mandrill.
road, of typhoid fever, after ait litress
of nice weeks.
He was unmarried
and leaves a mother, 'Mrs. J. Beyer,
and three :brothers and three sisters. I
The froerail service will be eondtp-t,-I
OF CLAUDE MATHIS FROM OFFI- by the Rev. William
Bourquin at '. •
CERS WAS SENSATION.
family residence tomorrow afternoon. I
The burial will be in Oak Groye cen
eery.
of the German
eburcie
preached in the English le,nguage yesteed's''', his morning subject being,
"Day by Day," mid his evening subject. "Life Without Care."
At the German Lutheran church the
Rev. A. C itten preached in Faglish
and German.

DEATHS OF A DAY
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TO SAVE BY SPELLING REFORM.
New York Offilefals Say Menge Would
Mean Millions to City.
New York,' Sept. 3. —Ed ward B
Shallow, acting city superintendent of
schools, has figured it out that New
York City could gain $12.0•004.000
in eight years by adopting simple
spelling in the schools_ Hill argument
is that spe:Ang as taught at preeent
coiasumes two years of the time spent
by every Pupil in the schools. Th's,
he says, is wasted, said might be done
away with if the reform were adopted.
Is costs the city $42.44 to keep n &Ed
In school a year, or 284.88 for the
two years which Mr. Shallow thinks
With about 5181..
might be dropped

H av
YOU
pret

000 pupils In attendance, the saving
In eight years would tie $42,0est,01111.
If the children should spend this time
in earning money putting the average
wage at $3 a week, they would earn
$78,000,0•010! Adding these totals.
Mr. Shallow shows how the reform
would :net $120,000.000 In eight

•

.

h• #

Within the three years dating from
November next, the Canadian government will have to pay off $150,000,00) maturing bonds.

—For D
—C. L.
ed their fir
Way.

YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
army stemmata' you IOW lostinw. Lai- Poo
Hese you wisest* 'wilds. Hint. Isola on lee
eau.hs-Ir loss ••••••••41•5•• 1•••••••• •••
Au Assistant of Nature.
One of the most inteasating things
of this Mu lti( interesting things Is
the great success being achieved by
osteopathy.
There ti hardly a day that some
cure which is deserving of attracting
much attention, is not made by this
new science, and the more it is studied, and the better it is known, thee
easier it is to see why It Is so.
Osteopathy merely aids nature to
cure. _
It is a system of healing built upon demonstrable facts.
It discovers the cause of diesase,
and treats it by scientific manipulations in order to correct disorders
and bring about a natural condition.
•Nearly all diseases yield to the
treatment, and the diseases local to
Paducah do so most readily.
In rheumatism, liver and bowel,
or stomach troubles, chrnic headaches tired-out, run-down condti
dons, nervousness, its success bay
been very marked.
I should like to Dave you call to
discuss your partic tier ease at any
time, and not only will I tell you
frankly what osteopathy will do for
you, but refer you to Well-9120nm
Paducah people whom it has done
much for.
Dill. 0 B. FROAGE, Phone 1407,
Officer 618 Broadway, Upstairs,
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every secom
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ESCAPE

Non-Destructible

SCHOOL SUITS

$3,5G to $5,00

COAT SHIRTS

31
!Ikea'

years.

We of this generation repudiste the that beats Mayfield.
o'd doctrine that work Is a curse.
This day we dedicate to the exaltaThe mayor of Hoptown put the bill
tion of Labor.
Osters at erotic whl'e she slent, end
Two centuries ago toil was cooled- the peeksa-boo lady on the crescent
ered degradive When Captain John moon went nto total c. Apse
But It Is hardly fair to CongressSmith, of Jamestown, :promulgated
man Stanley to quote his rhetorical
South Caroline has derided to get peroration without
his famous edict that he who "will not
gisong also the
work. shall not eat " it was considered opt of the liquor bossiness.
convincing and logical body of docuunique enotigh to mer•t preservation
mentary evidence with which he arKing Cotton leads the exports.
in history. Today every town has its
ratened the trust. On the proved invagrant laws, and the man who does
iquities of this trust we shall have Coot His His, elect Rut Liberty Was
'Valuable to Him Just Then
Anderson Holland.
not work, be he rich or he he poi. ORATORICAL PYROTECHNICS OF much to say later on.—Collier's.
Mr. Anderson Holland, 55 years
astr41 He Han,
KENTUCKIANS.
• 1 creature to be stormed.
old, a prominent resident of Calvert
Every Kentuckian is born to the
V.lt. inherited from one Christian
ROOT: OUR ABLEST STATESMAN
City, died Saturday afternoon late
literary purple. His first articulate
holiday
ancestors the Christian
of
Greatness Is an attribute which we
of blood poisoning after a lingering
Christ's birth, and the celebration of cry is a dactyl: he prattles in hex- apply to any living man with
Claude Mathis, colored, accused of
the
illness. A small needle caused h
the New Year's advent. Thanksgiv- ameters. We are not often deeply extremeet hesitation.
Time
plays grand larceny, made a sensational
death, lie stuck a needle in one et
by what Colonel Walterimpressed
ing for the safe arrival at tb• Pilgrim
havoc with most reputations of anv "get away" from Deputy
Sheriffs his toes several weeks ago and
son says: but the way he sa; I:—
blood
Fathers and the kindly pootectiou f
period. The worel great is bandied Gut Rogers and Hume Ogilvie Sathis verbal pyrotechnics, his lingual
poisoning set in. The foot ser.."..!
about, now as always, with much tirday afternoon, leaving his hat and
Prov.dence has been our betitage
chlarnscuro. his sudden swoop, and
and grew worse and
the d -•
from colonial days. BI- Independence
reekiessness.
Almost any man in shirt In the hands of the former. He
pirouetings. the rumbling thunder of
spread until beyond the control of
high station will be often decorated rau like a doer slid completely outday
perpetuate the memory of tee
his polysyllables, the rippling tinkle
physicians. He was well known in
with it. If we were to be compelled stripped the officers who followed for
Revolutionary patriots. All thew holof his penults - - these delight us peCalvert City.
to selese one American In public life some distance. The race attracted a
idays were observed when we were
rennially. The colonel is a fountain
of ability so selp
horn, htifIt remained for this genera- awing as to force great deal attention and excitement
of words, they flow from him with
this word it would be ElIbu RoeCr because of the condition of the fugi- THORN MAY KILL RICH WOMAN.
tion te give to Labor its recognition, the
murmuring gurgle of bottled-1nHis career In the public service may tive.
and not one who toils. whether le the bond
from a Pendent, club jug, the
not last sufficiently long to camp his
workshop, at the forge, on the farm, gentle tinkle of ice
Mathis is accused of walking into Reims of Chkago Maw Lim Dangerin a julep glass.
(Wady III in McKeesport, Pa.
In the store or in the office. slimed
A worthy brother Kentuckian, en- powers conspicuously upon history, the residence of Patrolman William
but he has shown such force and Rogers Saturday morning and taking
forget that in this :one prsteiree at titled even more than the colonel
to
Just a week from today the
certainty and grasp re everything he a fine gold watch from the mantle. ' Pittsburg. Sept. 3.-- Mrs. Jane
least, communism is the eornendon• the appreciation of the
fastidious. is
school bell will ring and the
has undertaken that it seems safe to The fact was reported to the pollee Austke of McKeesport. who a few
of our republic an equitable dieribil. the
Honorable
Augustus Owsley
boys will be cff for another
lion of toll. The equitableness IS 1140,1 Stanley, member of congress from prophesy that the height of his fin- and a description of the negro se- years ago interited $500,001) from
year of hard wear and tear on
IsIdangerously
father
in
Chicago,
her
nal
reputation will be measured only cured. The police were looking for
by the rapacity of the toilet
Henderson
county.
Congressman
their clo birg If satisfaction
Strange. hut true, It is, that the Stanley was endeavoring to picture by the extent of the responsibilities him, and while serving summons on III at her home of blood poisoning.
is to be given there can be no
caused
made
by
a
in
wound
her
foot
thrown
upon
Sixteenth
him.
The
street, between
justice, tact,
educated classes of other centuries to his fellow-statestnen
Harrison
the more
shoddy goods, no sip shod
scorned work. Teit in this renter:v, suhtle and recherche qualities of a and helpfulnese of his - conduct in and Clay streets, the deputies came by a thorn. Before Mrs. Austin' came
workmanship on boys' school
the most enlightened of all with the beverage which is one of the chief South America add another proof of across Mathis sitting on a barrel in into her inberitance she made her livclothes, and no one krows
ing
doing
washing,
time
by
mid
at
the
his
strength, already demonstrated front of a new frame house. He had
higher learning daseentlnated beyond commercial products of his own disthis better than we do So we
the conception of our forefathers, trict. "It will," said' he. In deter-M- amply to those who have followed been employed there and was waiting of her Rood fortune was in extreme
have laid in a large stock of
poverty.
She
had
not
beard
from
her
closely
fair
his
the
accomplishment. In his
paymaster.
Labor is dignified and the 'laborer ing the local brand, "turn an anchors'
the best and handsomest wear years.
s
'Isai
s
forty
.
Deputy Sheriff Rogers approached father for
judged only by the quality of his lee into a howling dervish, and make South American pronouncements, es
resisting clothes to 1”. found.
always, sheer ability is the dominat- and began to pump the negro. His
a rabbit spit In a bulldog's face."
work.
The pants are mode to give
ing
trait,
Now, there is real literature for
and there the situation description fitted that of tbe thief
Union !Rhor has adopted this day
service and are warranted not
as its own, and the idea is sienifleant. you. Picture the scene.
Was the called for a generous and sympathet- and when the officer concluded he
to rip They will wear out, of
Labor Day as a nal ienal holklay in quality of inspiring reckless daring, ic note that lent to his words more was the right negro the negro had
'
course, but that need not
death-defying, fate- than usual of that spiritual grace made up his niind that the officer was
America half- not beelv- granted a pie- of filling with
worry you, because each snit
'lean host by a benevolent and patron- scorning courage, ever so concisely, which is the most Interesting pro- after him.
has two pairs of pants. This
Mathis started
is a happy idea of the maker.
to run. Rogers
ising government, brit has been desig- so aptly, so vividly expressed as by duct of the diplomacy of our day.—
September I, grabbed for him and caught his shirt.
nated at the instance, of the toilers picturing the timid, shrinking, and Prom Collier's for
of 11011-DESTRUCHILE SCII0O1 Cl ONES
The shirt was "peeled oft"' and Mat he eel vac. tire I nelependien t h orn y- pusillanimous bunny spitting defiant- 1906.
and you can't get t_
11 vni any
this' hat came with it. The negro
place else in town, Come in
handed suffragists whose strong bod- ly Into the menacing countenance of
the fierce and terrible bulldog? Be•
Groom anal Bride of 70.
then struck out for dear life dodging
tomorrow and see what imies and healthily developed minds give
side this, how inept and futile those
Fort Worth, Tex., Sept. 3.---Sorne- here and there to escape
merse value can be gotten
possible
promise that the republic will live for
figures of speech with which thing new In the way of weddings bullets from the deputy sheriff's gun.
for from
leered ages let Pop they maintain tie clumsy
Homer tried to tell how brave his occurred on a Cotton Belt train just The officers had no guns,
but Deputy
virtues that have dignified their eath•reeti were, hew tame and tantols as it was entering the city limits of Sheri% Hume Ogilvie joined
In the
ing.
ogees Shakespeare's description of Corsicana today. M. A. Wilkes, Sr., chase and It was Ileely while
It lastthe courage-Ingpiring
virtues of. aged 72, of Lawson, and Mrs. M. /C. ed.
WIDE-AWAKE PAPERS.
sack: "Warming of' the blood: which Height. of Hubbard City, aged 70
Mathis escaped into the woods.
have Ilekmaiu
Southwestern
t.appearance Mid
Kentucky
papers before, cold and settled,
left the liv- years, were married. The aged coos
wsssu
oil
are rfartng to the occasion sal advoer whil, and pale, whin is the pie Met aboard the train, and
Whs esisolait IAtka
the
.*‘_ .1.1otteph _A. Miller and daughcating the immlgratien movement ina
cow.
Carl
lilts
of
badge
pusillanItnity and coward- groom having eeentesetly sibtattsed ter. 40, left today for St. Vincent,
stituted by the Paducah Colninercial ice."
$1.20 and rose*
the license a Nate* of the peace Ky , where Mlle Miller
will enter
(Tub. One of the, most pertntant and
CLUCTT, PEABODY•10,
It is no disappointment to our performed Iles ceremony,
Largest Disassist Wines'Wenn no twill
school,
WP
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New Black and Plaid
Skirts for Fall

People
a anf
jpsgn
Events
a

Parties mending in at-cosine; of social entertainments will please alga
them. as The Sun will not publish
coattatunicellona sent in that are not
leaned.

Have come in and they are pretty, too. Are
you going away? If you are we have some
pretty early fall clothes for you. See them.

317
Broadway

317
;13roadt ay

•

LOC4L LINES.
-For Dr. Pendiey ring 418.
-C. L. Brunson & Co. have moved their flower store to 529 Broadway.
--The Ladles Auxiliary of the
Knights of Columbus will meet with
Mrs. tleerge Weiler, on Wednesday.
September 12. at her resident* 1734
'Monroe street. The auxiliary meets
every second Wednesday of the mouth.
--Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400 1-2
Broadway Phone 19E.
-Old Reliable
Carterville. III.,
washed nut, and egg coal is the
cheapest. Bradley Bros. Phone 339.

10
p.
'

o
v

•

•--Authority for an examination for
the potation of "interpreter," Syrian
agd Spanish immigration serviee, was
received Saturday. It will be held on
September 26.
-If Dicke & Black makes your
fall suit you won't be mistaken for
"The King of Tramps" who will be
here in a day or two.
- -Will H. Farley has teen appoint
ed Republican election commissioner
for McCracken countye
-1Do not be deceived,. Bradley
Bros. are sole agents for Carterville,
III., washed coal. Phone 339.
--Mr George-Robertson, the we:i
known ice man and sportsman. IT
preparing to leave on. his aenual beer
hunt In Mitring** and is collecting
doge He will leave October 10, IS
Mr. W .1 Hills of this city will go with
him. A party from Alton. Ile, will
Join him at Memphis. Alvin Clayton
has been employed as cook.
--Miss Isabel Mohan will resume
her music class Monday, September 3.
Address 1005 Trinsele street. Old
phone 1121.
--Mr, Sam Foreman. the inventor.
has Just completed a four seated 11i
horse mower automobile, the first to
be built in Paducah. Hewill rent out
the machine. He has been working on
It for months and he claim,
'it to be as
fast as any on the market
-Dr. V. biytne, physician. Phones
$51-272. Office Fraternity building.
___etapt j E. more, who IS in charge
of the Paducah office of the HolcombeLobe Tie company, has beeo instrnetol
to move his office to Florence, Ala.
and will do so todzo. He has resided
His
here for years ad is popular
family will go with him.
-School books and school book
lists are now ready at R. D. Clements Co. We can give you the list
all grades and fill them now.
--The Belt line is abandoned by
the Pactscah Traction company. The
Third street and Sixth stre?t lines
will be continued, but reparetele.

or

-Our transferaervice is second to
nose. 'Carriages as good and in many
eases
'fierr-prices lower, for like
service, than in any city in America.
If you have traveled any you know
these me facts. Give us your order
for carriage and baggage wagon. Palmer Transfer Co.

Seventy thousand
prescriptions have been
entrusted to the care of our
prescription department. We
are very much gratified by
this enormous patronage. of
the most important branch of
our business and we wish to
assure the people of Paducah
that we are redoubling our
efforts to give them the best
possible service.
VFR

R. W.WALKER CO.
RR

1144410- rated
DIRU°OUSTS
NIihisissyi.mp.es

Eight Bel at Side Door.

Meet Head Hold Thief Seasthom,
Mr and Mrs. Al Blehop have returned from Atlanta. Oa., and cinMonett, Ohio.
Harry. the little wee of Engine.,
Robert Delmer, who was serious injured Friday by felling front a hone,
Is resting well today.
Mrs. J. D. King god children, of
Louisville, pawed through the city
today en rotrte to Chicago to vial.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. E. V. Leonard, at Capital Hill, Colorado, a son
August 30. News of the birth reached
Paducah this morning.
Mr. Sam Skinner went te St. Loner
Olio morning on business.
Mr. Joe Hughes, the Ineuranee
agent, went to Deleon -the' morning
on business.
Mien Garnett Bailey. of Sturgis. Is
visiting in the elty.
Attorney Cecil Reed and Mr. Sam
Given went to Glibertiville this morning on business.
Mr. H. S. Kelley. the well lenown I.
C. machinist sad baseball enthealast,
will leave tele week for Los Angeles.
(sal., to reside. He has been in bad
Local Markets.
health here and on advice of his phyDressed Chickens-20c to 35c.
sielans decided to make the change.
Eggs-20 to 35c dos.
He was formerly manager of a crack
Butter-20c M
semi-professional baseball team here
Irish Potatoes-Per bu. 70c.
and is a well known aportamao in
Sweet Potatoes-Per bu. $100
many branches.
Country Hams- 16c. lb.
Mrs. J. W. Little and son, John
Green Saueage-7c lb.
Little, Jr., have arrived home after a
Sausage-12%c. lb
month's stay at
Lookout Mountain
Country Lard-11c lb.
and Estill Springs, Tenn; They were
Lettuce-5c bunch
accompanied home by Mr. J. W. LitTomatoes-10c gallon.
tle.
Peaches-20c basket.
Mr. Zelner Ross, of the United
Beane-10e. gallon.
States navy, who has been away from
dozen.
Roasting Ears-10e
the city for herr years, will arrive
Cantaloupes-30c dos.
this week' to visit his family, who live
Butterbeans-10c. quart.
at 133 Jackson street.
Celery-40c dozen.
Mrs C. F. James has gone to Evansville to join Mr. James.
PADUCAH GRAIN MARKET.
'Miss Lily Rose, who has been the
Wheat, 85c bu.
guest of Miss Lily Pearson, of 816
Corn, 65c bu,
Third 'street, has returned to
Hay-From Jobbers to setae deal- 'South
her
home
se Hopkineville,
ers-Strict grades. Choice Tim,
Mrs. August Budde, of War South
$17; No. 1 Tim., $16; No, 2 Tim.,
$16; clover, none offered. Frotn Tenth street, has returned from a
country wagons at public quality me- shit In Mitre
Miss Vera- Jobt..ston has arrived
dium to very poor;118 to 111/ per ton
borne trete 'Isgiseepolls, where sUe
tor- madolist mint urea.

Rome, Sept. 1.-The congregation
of the Company of Jeans which has
Resembled here to elect a general of
the society, in succession to the late
Father Louis Martin. heel a
brief
seenion today, at which Vicar Freddi
delivered a eulogy of Father Martin
The deceased general's will was read
and also the minutes of the meeting
held April 19, of the five assistants
of Father Martin and other Jesuit authorities in Rome the day after the
general's death, when, according to
-Tether Martin's desire, Father Freddi
assumed the viral-shire
The reeomMartin
m enda Mon left by -Father
concerning the direction and plans of
the society were reed, and 'Father
Freddi presented the report of his
work as vicar.

TODAY'S MARKETS

Trusted
Seventy
Thousand
Times...

O

Popular Couple.
The marriage of Miss Elizabeth
Johnson to Mr. Buford N. Sanderson
was solemnized Sunday afternoon at
5:30 o'clock at
the
home of the
bride's aunt, ,Mirs. F. L. Harper, 731
South Fourth street. The bride wore
a pretty gown of blue silk and the
bridesmaid a costume of white silk.
The groom's brother. Mr. Robert Sanderson, was the best man. After the
eeremom a supper was served. The
couple left in the evening for Mayfield
and other points; on an extended bridal
tour. The bride Is a charming young
women and has many friends In this
-One load of our coal will make city. The
groom is an eitarhe of the
you an advereser for us. Bradley
Prderah Furniture company aud pom
Bros. Phone 339.
Mar with a heat of friends.
--The Sun office is prepared in
furnish the very latest things in enSurprise Party.
graved or printed calling cards ani
The friends of Miss Mayme Heath
Invitations of any sort, and is makgave her a
surprise party Friday
ing special prices now.
evening at her home. 13,0k Trimble
-We guarantee to please you
street. The evening was a most pleaswith Old Taylor, Ky., Lump coal.
ant one
The guests were:
Misses
Phone 339 Bradley Bros.
Clara Rhodes, Melee Ertpenhelmer,
-City subscribers to the
Daily
/fun who wish the delivery of their Icialeexton, Floy Melton, Marion;
papers stopped must notify our col- Laura Belie Prince Mary Shumaker.
lectors or make their requests direct Medi* Watt, Pauline Gish, Louie Sexto The Sun office. No attention will ton, Anna Thomas, Bessie Lou Watts,
Messrs. Pail
be paid to such orders when given to Mary Thompson, and
Barnes, Rupert Craig, Allison Watts.
our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist, 200 Fra- Roy Perryman, Patrick Esker, Robert
Little, Alfred Green, +Manly Merrittternity building.
--Our customers are our best ad- son, Cecil Robertson, William Heath
vertisers. Ask your neighbor. Brad- and Clarence Robertson
ley Bros. Phone 339.
314111alsaa-Wahon.
This morning in St. Louis, the marCANNOT GRANT PACKERS DEIAY
riage of Miss Irene L. MeMahan to
Mr. Louis A. Welon
was qulete
Secretary Wilson Says Meat Law Will solemnized. Owing
to a recent be
Be Enforced After Oct. I.
-movement to the family of the groom,
a quiet wedding was desired. The
Washington, Sept
3 -See reta r y bride is the charming daughter of
Wilson assured th representatives of Mr. and Mrs. J
McMahan, of 929
the meat packing Interests of the coun- earrth Meth street. of this efty, end
try, with whom be continued his con- a bright and
attract,* girl. The
ference today, that he had no author- groom is a popular attache of the Ileity to extend beyoni the 1st of Octo- not% Cenerel railroad
After at exber next the placing of labels on can- tended bridal Irlp the couple will reoed or other nulat products. He tole turn to this tete to reside
the packers flatly that they- must be
prepared on that date properly to label
M'Ilkina-Hall.
thee goods or they would not be perMiss Leona Wilkins, a popular
the youing lady of the south ride of tine
through
mitted to send them
Maumee; of interstat- commerce. The city was married last evening at 8
question was rained as to the status o'clock to Mr. Lacy C. Hall, the Rev.
of the goods now on the shelve, of P. H. Fields officiating. The bride is
the wholeeaie and retail merchants ,if a popular young lady. The groom is a
the country. The serretars said it valued employe of the Woolfolk, Mcwas manifestly impossible for the gov- Muncie Mattress corneal:1'y
They
ernment to inspect them. The own- have, gone to housekeeping at 1114
ers or holders of the foods, he sug- South Eighth street.
gested. would have to take their
chances on Felling them. They could
White-Price.
not be shipped from one state to anYesterday moreIng at 9 o'clock
other.
Miss Grace White end
Mr. Benne
Price were married by the Rev. P. H.
JI.341rITS HEAR GENERAL'S WILL. Field.. Both are popular young people and 'have many friends whose beet
Competent" Assembled at Rome to wishes go with the young couple.

in

has been visiting for the past several
weeks. '
Mrs. Harry 0. Swaim and daughter Almeda, are visiting Mrs. Harry
Johnston, of Sixth and Clark streets
Miss Lillian Phillips, of 503 South
Ninth street, is recovering from a
severe attack of fever.
Mr. and Mrs. 8. G. Brown and son,
Phillip. and little MI48 P'-are Brow Ing have gone to Greenville Ky., to
visit.
'Miss Robbie Hay, deputy circuit
clerk, has resumed duty after a vacation of one month. Miss Hay had
been in Colorado Springs and returned
home this week, resuming work today.
W. F. Sinks, formerly a merchant
of Golconda, has associated with the
+Paducah Sauldiery company and is residing at it 10 Jefferson Street.
Frank Sinks, of Evansville, Ind., It
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
F. Sinks.
Mrs. W. C. Eubanks and sin, Master
Leslie Euhanks, have returned front
Central, Ky., after a four months
visit.
Dr. W. C. Eubanks, who has beer:
ill of malarial fever
is able to
be out but not folly recovered.
Misses Mary and Katherine Burkam returned yesterday morning to
their home in Cincinnati after visiting their aunt, Mrs. J. K. Bulimia), of
Madison street.
Prof. E G. Payne, principal of the
Paducah High school, has rettrmed
from Chicago, Where he had
been
taking a summer course in the Chicago University.
Mr. Peres- Paxton wilt leave tbis
evening at 6 o'clock for Monterey.
Mexico, where he will be in charge of
a breech of the E. E. Sutherland Medicine company of this city will establish there. He will be gone ger cal
months, Mrs Peston and child will
accompany him
H. W. Unratt left Sunday morning
for Milwaukee, where he will attend
Concordia College the-eomIng year.--4
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FRIDAY,
SATURDAY
and MONDAY
Hart will sell $1.00 Hampers for

67 cents
Now is your time to get a cheap
place for soiled clothes.

ONLY 3 DAYS

6E0.0. HART & SONS CO.
...\%\%\•\% %%%%% \%\\N‘\\\•

Fifth and Sixth. Apply R. W Walker
Co., Fifth and Broadway.

ORDERS SHERIFF
TO MAKE PAYMENT
'(Coot inued Prom Page One.)
eldre began calling the civil %wear•nce cate•i and this conalimed an hour.
Over a few minor judgments were entered. They are as follows:
J. S.
Jackson, vs. Edward Hermon., J. S.
Jock so se. Tote* Steger. City National
bank vs. 'max Kahn. Globe Beek sad
Trust constany VA.. Arthur Jones et •i..
M. B. Wolf, executor. against Joe W.
Hughes.
Tomorrow the petit jury will be
empaneled and the regular trial of
cases taken up.
The grand jury has about 50 Jail
cases to attend to and will be kept
busy the first two weeks.

Wilt
,
eleICEESSESIMiereatesiellelAN

NOW IS THE accepted time for
you to look about your fire and tornado Insurance. as fall and winter are
coming. Remember the old and reliable
Friedman Insurance Agency.
Office No. 128 South Third street. Of•
Residence
Ike telephone No. 940.
phone No. 1581. We represent some
of the oldest and best insurance companies, which are paying their losses
promptly. We protect your interests,
and you better be safe than sorry.
(live us a call.

-VOEIT-L--Creseent broach with diamond In center, surrounded by pearis.
Finder will be rewarded by returning
to 617 South Ninth street.
THE TWO-STORY store room.
Sixteenth and Tennessee, for rent.
Ready for occupancy. Apply to Jake
Biederman Grocery and Baking Co.
FOUND=Pointer
bitch
puppy.
Owner can get same by identifying
and pay lug charges. Asti:SIM Y., care
Sun.

- FOR BALE- Furniture and household goods. In use five months Apply 1:44 South Seventh street Barnard W. Baas, old phone 2003.
HOUSE AND LOT for sale--- Lot
HEATING and stove wood, Fresh 40:168. four room house, 420 South
`12th. Price $500. For particulars see
Levis, both phones 437.
FOR RENT-One side of Mari Mrs. Lizale Ray. 410 South 12th.
WANTED-Board in private fam428 Broadway. Phones 1613.
ily, man and wife. Can furnish room
FOR SALE-- Thirteen-room house,
and pay in advance if necessary. U..
modern conveniences. Old phone 464.
care Sun.
-WANTED--Stiarders-at 432 Jack'WANTED- An all-round experace street.,
ienced grocery clerk. Call in person
pressing
solidi'
CLEANING
and
Marriage Licenses.
Letween 9:30 and 11 a. m. or 7 to 9
TIPP following
marriage licenses done. James Duffey, old phone 718-r.
Is. C. F. Schrader, Thirteenth ani
WANTED-Position by experietn-en +Monroe streets.
have been issued since Saturday!
J. S. Henderson, Padncah. and Miss bookkeeper. Address "W." care Sun
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE lAzsie Johnson, Padnrah; were marFREE DIRT-50u loads, 28 and Three hundred acres of fine Improvried last night at the residence of At- Adams. 'Phone 1805.
ed land in Kentucky, to exchange for
torney A L.. Harper a relative. JusFINE LITTLE store or strop; $15. real estate in Paducah. For particutice C. W. Emery performed the cere- Fourth and Kentucky avenue.
lars address Box 95. Metropolis. Ill.
mony.
'WANTED-Good cook 133 North
A MODERN HOME for sale. Ella
A. F. Robertson, Marshall county, Third, Hotel Laveau.
rooms, bath, furnace
hardwood
22, to Mettle Ham, city. 17.
WANTED- Piano pupils. Apply
floors, up-to-date in every particuAlbert L. Slooth city, 24. to Rub) 408 Washington or old phone 2500.
lar. Apply on premises at 416 North
Wilkins. 22, city.
Mrs. Charles Wheells.
Fifth street.
Lary Hail 3.6, to Leona Wilkins
FOR HAMBURGERS and Hot TaWANTED- Position toy an experBrown, city, 21.
males go to "Shorty's" Ill% South
ienced office man, experienced in
Wei Dowdy, county. 25, to F)lita Third.
book-keeping and
general office
Gray, county, 14.
FOR HAMBURGERS and Hot TaCharles Meserner, East St. Louis, males go to "Shorty's," 127 North work. Best references. Address A. B.
C.. care Sun.
30, to Nora Portions, *Montgomery„You rth.
City. Mo., 23.
J. B. MORGAN, blacksmith, 403
FOR RENT- Five rooms over
Robert fparrowle
..
St. Louis, 21, to
Kamlelter's grocery. Apply to Henry S. Third. Old phone 457. Superior
Annie Bur tree et. Louis, 29. colored. Katuleiter.
work guaranteed. Exclusive agent
burrs CLEAMPArird pressed 76 for fore stone side wire tires, the
best rubber tires made.
WE littler INQUIRY MEWED.
cents. Solemon the tailor 113 South
CONTRACTOR VEIKEL--Mason
Third street. Phone 1016-a.
Lard WItatemes Heard in Proceedings
-110K SALE--fleautiful city lots on re, and concrete work a specialty.
Brought in Sanaa% City.
small motehly eaymeots. H. C. Hol- Office 126 South Fourth. Phone 490.
lius, Trueheart .11
,
clge old phone 127. Residence phone 1237. Prompt atKansas City, Sept. 3.-The hearing
tention to all estimates.
WANTEDsell your property.
of the testimony in the quo warranto
NIGHT SC- H- OOL- Bookkeeping.
No. 9, Trueheart
H. C. Hollins
proceedings brought by
Prosecuting
Shorthand, Typewriting etc., only
Bldg. Telephone 1:7.
Attorney Kimbrell against several lo$4 a month. Draughon's Practical
WANTED-loung men to board.
cal ice dealers, charged with being in
Business College, 314 1-2 Broadway.
a combine to limit the production and Bath and other conveniences, 912 Phone 1755. Call, phone or write for
Jefferson.
manipulate the price of ice was fincatalogue. It will convince you that
HICKORY WOOD-Phones, Old
ished today. The last witness for the
Dreughotes is the best.
state was W. S. Pontiac, an overseer 442, New 598. Delivered promptly.
FARLEY & FISHEII.,, Veterinary
for the People's Ice. Storage and Fuel E. E. Bell & Sons.
Surgeons and Dentists. Personal atFURNISHED ROOMS- For rent
company, who denied that he knew of
tention to all diseases .of borate Orel
any arrangement at any time to limit with board in private family. Addogs. A light, cool, airy sanitary and
the output or fix the price of IA. W. dress "X."
scientifically
equipped
hostels:
FOR RENT-- Four room cottage,
F. Lyons. president of the Central lee
where every case Is assured careful
company, for the defense, denied that also three rooms. Apply 624 Husattention. Bring your sick horses Or
he had ever said there wag a combina- bands street. Old phone 2070.
call us any time for consultation.
tion or agreement against dealer, to
WANTED-To buy
real stylish
Office and hospital 4,29 South Third
control production and prime
horse. Black preferred.
Must
be
Old Phone 1345, new 351; residence.
Airgumento will be begun on Mon- young
Phone 843.
old. 1816.
day next.
FOR RENT-Ofy two-Story house.
corner Fourth and Clay streets eight
Wedding Party Stunned.
TREPOFP COLLAPSES.
rooms and bath. It. E. Ashbrook.
Kingman, Kan.., Sept 3.-The wedNervona Strain Leave* Premier le
Serious Condition.
St. Petersburg, Sept. 3.- General
Trepolf, the main reliance of the rear
since the opening of the revolution.
and the dread political regime :n
Russia has been seriously ill several
days. It Is elated today he suffered
a relapse His condition hi serious.
He Is In a state of nervous collapse
and grave fears are entertained for
bus recovery.

FOR RENT= Three ulpfurnished ding ceremony of Thomas E. McClure
rooms for housekeeping. Apply_ at and Miss Pearl Miligan had just been
4emp1etecl at the home of the bridees1107 Monroe street.
parents, Mr. and Mee B. C. 'Milligan.
WALLPAPER- Rooms complete
a few miles north of this city, last
$2.76 this month. LeRoy. Old phone
night, and the eedttino party hal
1866.
seated themselves to Partake of reWANTED- A nicely furnished or fresbments when a terrible bolt of
tinfnrnished room for young married lightning struck the house, badly
couple. Address' P. 0. Box 883, city. wrecking -thre'MtBeftwir. "Rey. virrtattFOR RENT-Furnished room with McC:ure and Ernest Johnson and sevprivate bath, on Broadway between eral othen's were badly &Waned,
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SUPERSTITIOUS IS CHARGES OF HAYES
CZAR OF RUSSIA WILL BE TAKER UP

ADVANCE TALL STYLES

See

IN OUR SHOW WINDOWS
Regards Omens and Portents Capitol Commission Called to
Meet at Frankfort.
Most Seriously.

The Best and Most Comfortable
Shoes Made

Nees %%loam and Paitelle Catastruphes Antelwr eleiory Won In Protest
Agates, IteelletrectIng Bill in
That %lay Occur in fluKentucky.
Empire.

Our clean-up Sae is still on. We have several llnes of Men's
Patent Kid Oxfords, consolid sled as one, to enable us to give
you Silva. Regular price $3, $3 so end 114;
closing cut at.

HIM ANXIETY

HAVE HEIR. CHIIIRTIAN CHURCH CONVENES.

TO

$2.50
$1.25 To $3

All tht Tan Oxfords in the store, without a single exception,
for men arid women, $3, $3 50, $4 and $5,
going at
.. ,
You cun wear these until you get tired of them.

Then

will dye black for you free of charge.

r

•
••
Frankfurt, Ky., Sept. 3.—A meetSt. Peteraburg,.....Seet. 3.-et:lurk:4m
stories are told about the whims and ing of the board of capitol commispeculiarities of the emperor of Russia, eioners was called b• Gov. Beekhane
which would be amusing Bettiey did as chalrman, for next Tuesday, fk-pnot involve the happiness and weeare tember 4 at II ,o'clock. Seercitar)
of 144,000,00e of people. He Is a Henry H. Ware toda. *eat oue notices
mystic; all mysteries appeal to him. to the members.
While notbing (Acta' has been
He believes in miracles and all aorta
of occult things. He is a spiritnallet; giten out as to just what will be - the
he believes in eltirveyance, amulets subjete under discussion-, or th matits
and various other superstitions. For ter to which the board w" tu
example. he carries a coin in his pock- attention. It is current] rumored that
et. whieh he believes is toe•eesary for the charges which Attorney General
the protection of his life, and will pri, Hays has been making against the
.nowhere without It. He Is confident course purierd by the board in the se
lect ion of the capitol architect wi.
of es power as a talisman.
Three years ago or so. Bernhard came lit for • share If attention.
Tutnaur, a Jewish shoemaker at RadIt is laid that every effort will be
autz, Austria, gave sapper and lodge made to get Hays to attend the meetlug to a mysterious wandering nett): ing of the board, of whites he is a
from the Orient. in the morn jig the metneer.
departing guile Minded his host two
antique coins, wine that they were
HeilleteirtIng Invalid.
Wielamichurg, Ky
Sept It. -Anall he had to give in moment for his
enteitainment, but the,.
tor) has been won by the Remuch other
had
greater VA:tle than modmet curreticy, publicans in testing the temeteutionlx-cause they pos.-used the power of silty of the redistricting measure
protecting people who carry them from passed by the legislature, In all
eon instituted .bs Joseph BO unseen dangers.
Napier A,.
The shoemaker put the. cuing away and others against
with other trinklets and forgot all chairman of this senatoreal distre
about teem until ab0114-• year *go be weeds -was tried in the Whitley
ty circuit court, Judge M J
had a dream in which Alexander
the late cur. appeared at his bedeele granted an injunction restraining
and besought him to send the coins to defendant from holding a prima-,
tes son. Nicholas II.. In orier that he the district created by the lege.,
miget have the benefit of their protec- of 1893 and 1890. fie held that
tion name the terrorists and other legislature had violate/ a.-pons 6 a,
perleeto which he Is exposed. Rad- 33 of the masticate's, and that
autz le nearer to Vienna than to St. act was Invalid.
Petershurg. Hence Tianaur sent the
coins to the Russian ambassador at
ehebdimi Clonvention.
the Auerlan capital with a detalied
KY Sete
stat2
occount of their history, which was convention of the Christian
clv:ech.
written for him by the Jewieh ichooi- which is to be heel In 1.0,1111Y1:le Sepnueiter of the town- The embalms
telfililee !len. IS afeitisleg unainal
forwarded theft' to Count Lamsdorff, West. This church has about 130,then minister of
reign affairs at Bt. 000 membens in the state and fule
Petersburg, tic th.• tatter, after hav- 3,000 delegates are expeeted to ating them 1
oughly washed and test- tend the convention. President E. V
ed at th mperlal laboratory. In order Mullins, of the Baptist Theologies.
to re owe all danger of poison, pt's. Seminary. Is to be one of the
speakRe. ed them to his sqvereign. The ers and ae a union of
the Baptist ael
tter received them wlth the greatetd (Threaten churches being agitated. De
meet- nee, and sent a gift Of several Mullins will be
a welcome speaker. J.
thousand roubles to the Austrian shoe- W. McOarvey. of Lealneton will give
maker
Since then he has always his famous flitee reading. "Daniel
In
tan led them on his person, with other the Critics' Den,' and
Marion IA*
charms In a ;tele bag_ that hangs rence, the greatest
Sunday-school xaround his neck.
pert in America, Is also annotinced to
Maeety Dreams.
be present.
The terrible tumult, whitt o.curred
at Moscow on his coronation day when
APS 0111CIS SW PIIISVEMPTIOW
nearly ten thousane people were killed Ix worth a pound of cure There a.-,
many
poor cuff
. t on•uniptivem who
and wounded, was foretold
to Arty are hopeless of getting
Well—who, If
majesty in a dream several nights be- they had taken care Of themaelves.
would now he well. A cough Ix the
fore it occurred. and, In the morning. foundation of Consumption.' Rallard's
upon awakening, he described in Horehound Syrup will cure that cough
Mrs. 5---, Great Falls. Mont.. writes
graphic laoginge the heaps of dead "I have used Ballard's Horehound
Syrup In my family for years—ntv rtilt
bodies which be had seen on the com- dr.-a never suffer with coughs."
Sold by nil druggists
mons outside of the city, where a free
feast was spread for the people. The
Tle %CHEM' ELEtTION.
eagerness of the multitudes to 'reach
the tables caused a etruggle and a
stampede In which !leveret thousand Pupils *lay Now Select Their Own
Teacher...
were trampled to death.
The superstition of the cur, teene
wee lutecvn in the empire, naturally
attracts to hen all sorts of prophets,
clairvoyants and other imposters, and
he has been inwoset upon repoetedly.
All proehets are we:cohle, provided
their predictions are favorable, but
those who bring had tiding* are often
punethed.
Wanted an Heir.
The anxiety of his majesty to secure an heir 'caused Minim do many
rldiculeue tbings. One of them WA
his Incognito -pilgrimage to the tomb
of a holt,' Priest called Seraphimo,
where the peasant women who are dented motherhood, go to pray. The
czar and the marina made the pilgrimage by the adviee of Vladimir, the metropolitan patriarch
of the
Greek
eburch---the highest ecclesiastical authority In the ....entry—who told them
that "uch an act of veneration would
undettlitedly be rewarded by the birth
of a eon. How the rearing, who was
brought up sensible. arui
Is regarded as a very sensible woman,
could have been induced to go through
the performance is difficult to exp:ain
The public were not aware of the
farts at the time. The Imperial couple were supposed to tie resting in one
of their country TilArANIWP while.' disguised In the garb of pilgrim, they
were actually making their way on
foot to the *brine of the holy Man, a
distance of more than a hundred miles.
Both of then' remained there for a
week or so, paring for a boy baby
and nee:vine the Siu•Tarnent at mass
every nurn:tot %Ph other pilgrims.-Wm. E. °tells in Record-Herald.
The buffeting of fate
COTI4V1t, :Ife.9

is nothing
wk.les.

11,4;

Mrs. John J. Berta-tea private
school will resume work Monday.
September 10. The course tn.' r.
all the English branches, also I...
French, Shorthand and Bookkeeping. For informition call at eoyner
Fourth and Adams. Old phone 1473.
(ENIKMAL ROBRIST ii, LEM
Was the greatest general the vsorlfi
111411 eVer known. lkillard's Snow Liniment is the greatest Liniment Quick.
ly cures all pains. It Is within th.
of mil. T. H. rolnIer, Hempstead. Texas, writes- -This is to cc,
tify that BallarTs Snow Liniment ha.,
been used In my 4-oisenoict Tor year*
and has horn found to ne an excellent
Liniment for Rheumatic pains. I ant
never without IL"
Sold by all draggists.
••••
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Kodak
On your

vacation and
views that are

entirely

original

Kodaks

.•

Vete low round trip rates all sumaler. Spc,.tal
reductions September 23 to 29 inclusive.

very low September
mini trip rates all summer. Special
TO CALIFORNIA reAtsztioas
3 to 14 inclusive. Oae way
"CV met" tickets will be on sale &mintier 15 to Oetobse 31.

TO HOT SPRINOS, ARK.

Very low

round

trip rates

all

Noe
was

Illustrated Booklets and Full Inlormition Regarding Rates, Routes, Etc., on Request.
GE). H. LEE,

Rock Islano
System

ti Ac

P. S. WEEVER,
Tray. Pass. Aft.,

Gan, Pass Agt.,
Little Rock, Ark.

No Goods on Approval. Cash Only
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LENDLER & LYDON
309 Broadway. Phone 675
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Before Trading Your Old Bicycle
In on a New One See

---•:txt-sse.41
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WILLIAMS BICYCLE CO.
North Fifth

Chances to Spend

••1
111.
TI

St., Next Kentucky Theatre

•'N
rem
Ian
in I.
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D.
this

They can save you money, and
take your o:d wheel in ex-

Vs

Chances to Save

change. We want an unlimited number of second hand bicycles.

The brit are always with rm. The second are with you only
wattle you arc- essolog good wages. The chances to spend
wit: is- no account to you later in life if you to not use your
chances to save slow Start an account at ouce with ji oo
and get 4 per cent interest

Remember this le the cheapest house in town on bicycles
aud

everything for

ed I

upl
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d
to

bicycles,

Parts furnished for any make of

Mechanics. and
!livers Savings Bank
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Expert machinists in

repair

shop.

All

work

guaranteed.
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221 BroadRay
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Shirt Bosoms Starched Right
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
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Ever have your shirts returned from the laundry
with the bosom sti r :tied only in spots and with starch
daubed all around the neckband and sides of the
bosom?
We have a machine which saves you from such
an
No chance to daub starch all over the rest of tht
shirt with this machine.
Lt us dzmanstratc its value to you.
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THE UP-TO-DATE STAR LAUNDRY
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Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Budding. Both Phones 835

A TIP
See Bradley Bros.
About Your Winter supply of
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Several superior offices; on second and
third floori of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitaty arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices-double offices especially adapted for dentists.

Joe.
ope

less
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American -German National Bank
227 Broadway
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for
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Fans! Fans!
CEILINfi_ AND BUZZ FANS

Sole agents for the old reliable Cartersville,
washed nut and egg coal.
Telephone 339

-------Sce, Us For-
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CITY TRANSFER CO.
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foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
Incorporated
1211-121.3 IN. Ilteueth Mt.

WI
•I

Phonon 77

1

Now located at

procure
carvy

TO COLORADO

We heve several lines of Women's White Canvas and SeaIsland Duck Ox lords, con,
olidated as one, which gives us a
geod WU of sizes, regular $2 5o, $3 and $3,50

If You
Are interested in souvenir post cards take a

BARGAINS IN TICKETS
VIA ROCK ISLAND

in

We

Cilauber's Stahle.

be

We are ready for all kinds of hauling.

stock

TELEPHONF 499

from

$1.00 to $20
.
,
1y19TT'S
Full stock of films and
tcpplies.

McPherson's Drug Store
Fa& sad kffitay

tb
.When dwelling on the Plumbing or Heating
question is :
Who's the best to see? Ask your neighbor.
Oftener than not
he wit, refer you to

pENNyRoyitipiLLsTbe.y

.averreome Wee'.
nese, n-reeeniarity ate
ennes.ons. triereWie yip
or and banish "pain
of menetruallon
Thee are "LIFE SAVIFIRM N lo girls
symne.,h,.•1 eiç develoomrut of organs and body. N.
known rt. trwely for semen v'qonk them. Vannot do ertures-41f.
lee -nes a vl-asirre. ?LOAM vier Itree ill Mt18.. "014'.
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E. D. HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, Oas

Vinng

132 Smith Fourth
32E; Kentue'cy
Ave.
t3 3th Phones. 20i
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The Manager
Of the B. A.
BY VAUGHAN KESTER.
Copyright, 1901, by Harper tv Brothers
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Habit-forming Medicines.
Whatever may be the fact as to many
Dithinuari, of Omaha. Say* His Ozer leuileitee StresetIll Given AceretIon by of the so-railed patent medicines core
injurious lugredients as broadly
tattling
"COAST LINE
Now Order.
Veto Mesmer is "Nothing Doing.- .
published in some journals of more or
MACK MAC
influence,
this
publicity
has
eoretinly
'oos
'Washington, Sept. t;. The elisted been of great bentlit in amusing needed
New York, Sept, 3. —Among the
attention to this subject, It has. in a
first of the Nebraska "home folks" to strength of the army is slightly
in- considerable measure, restilted in the
reeit on William J. Bryan today -was ;messed In a general order issue leaf most Intelligent liosipist asuliug Sac&
and niedicin as Mai be fairly suswar department today. The ftseis
Mayor "Jim" Dahlman, the "eowbo)" the
pected of containing the injurious ingreexecutive of Omaha, who was reminis- strength of the different branches of dients complained of. itecegniztiosi this
feet some time ago, lor.Piereoeef Buffalo,
cent of what had occurred last night the service will be as follows:
1101 it,
11. Y., •took time by the
Total
number of enlisted men in were, and published twoadcaoit all the
after the termination of the reception
his
popular
mediof
welch
ingredients
at he Garden. According to Sia,thr loyalty, le,e440; artillereetereepee.adiee einew are emepartme Tema Is. hams comtorpedo pletely fusestelled all harping critics and
"Jim." e party of three of a kind-- meat artillery, 13.29g, and'
otherwise
aruese
aiitloinhtil4tat might.othe
ilittlrsoejelpir
three mayors-.
--was made u-p. Thev companies, 527; iked artillery, 4,012:
Infantry,
24,00;
engineers,
10WW11
FurvoMPOGITION.
DOW
OW
IWO
1282;
were Maur Toni Johnson, of Clevethermore, from the formula printed on
land, Waver Dunne, of Chicago. and additional strength, 1,961, making a every bottle wrapper, it will be seen that
Mayor "Jim," All spoke at the out- total enlistment in the line of the these medicines contain no asehel or
' •
•
other habit-forming drugs, N
SPEND YOUR VACATION
side meeting, and, being fatigued by army of 58.128. To this is added for they contain any narcotics or ..,
the
ON THE GREAT I AKF_S
staff
departments 1,387, making agents, their Ingredients being portly
the heat and the exertion of sneaking,
vegetable, extracted from the roots lit
a
total
62;:115.
of
repaired to a restaurant on Twentymedicinal plants found growing in the
. I,
vat,
Sentagt
,
The enlisted strength under the last depths of our American forests and of
third street. At that' place Mayor
cen pt..1.1e
well
recognized curative virtues.
• (I. •
general order, Issued Feb. 6, was 60,1011 .hre prime ,
Dahlman contested that he had unin mall
Instead of alcohol, which
ThIOUg17 Tukets sold to sli
79S. The increase is mainly to earry portions long continued. as in obstinaus
checked
to destination.
1.:151agc
and
knowingly given some advice to Mayor'
Into effect the recent executive order enses of diseases, becomes highly objec0 & C TIME TABLE
Dunne about how Chicago sho-ld be
tit/nettle from Its tendency to produve a
MACKINAC DIVISICN
Pleree emrun, and at
game time set does e of the secretary of war retwerktg that craving for stltnuisnts, Dr.
L..To/Ato Mondays &•Set....lays 9 A M
ploys chemically pure. triple- reeled
each
•I vesdays k name*" 4.06 P- hi.
cavalry
and
infantry
regiment
rule of simplicity for al; mayors in
glycerine, which of itself is a valuable
1...,Oetmot Mondays Is•Salurdeye 5 00 I' Al
shall have a detachment of machine remedy in many cases of chromic disenees,
,
,M
• Assonewisys & Frulars 0305
the coaduct of their offices.
Pour Trips per week scomntencing
being a supereir demilleent. antiseptic,
gun experts.
Achliessing May-or Dunne he said:
June 15th
-•
...es
antiferment ....1
bows wwwwsisom at Aselnme lataaNtrit5 ell
It enhances
l'Auag•-•••
-Now, old man, I don't know
elms.r• 1.,r
now
o....NrA• Say. At N. loam. entaersm•• •••
Notice to tentntetore.
titoldon Seal r,i,o.
about things in your little outfit, but
ANI• wtilt I. Pu et A. k
iii
filissireoe
contained
Cherryhark
Paducah, Ky., Aug. 25, 1906.
-14•A" 11•NwoUN /masa, Ilatampolso •ad
•tiolden
•al Discovery." in all bron•
on the whole I think there is too
Rids Will be received at the office chial, throat Ailing affections ate .• i.,1
DILTISOIT • CLILVALAND
darned much red tape in this mayor's of the Board of Public Works, rity with iteVerro
'
,
ugh,. As will he
DIVISION
10 30 P
•••• Dennot dairy
eminect
writings
of
the
the
business, Now I don't write a volume hall, Paducah 110., until 3 p.
a 1 11 A. M.
A-01,111 Cleveland delly
'
•
Coe, oof Vow York: !tart I: ,
wave( leveiand dell/ 10 15 P
of reasons when I kill a bill or veto WedneAay, September 5. 1906, for son Mental Uolloge, Plow' ,
5 33* M
A/nve OMN*1 Salty
the
following
Cincinnati
;
construction work, as
4•A
an ordinance. I just write 'nothing
Oa/ utortimasom tome& sod
lag hey ma lowpoo.
per plans and specifications on file at lisle, of Meagre and other‘, who stand
doing' across the face of it."
C a T LINA
as leaders In their several schools of
the City engineer's office, under or- practice. .the fareg..ing agents are As
IAIMA• ad* Illm•ta• IMA••• olsowlma. rub.
"Right you are, Jim " added Mayor
tomis
KM.,
that Dr. Piers.
dinances providing for same.
en
er
cu best ingredients
111.41•0141.1
S•Ad •1m. rent slyro
Johnson. "you have the right idea;
f
his
up
make
have
chieen
to
eouloi
P
AANms.
For grading and K raveling Sowell
ii-;
mous "Diseevery" for the el/TO
the people want ma)ors who delive: street from Ashhronk
A. A. Wit STZ.. Nap't awl I'.Y.I.
avenue
to only bronchial, throat and lung affee •
lAtro.t. 5,5.
the goods."
DETROIT A CLEVELAND NAV.CO.
Itays avenue.
Dons, hut also of chronic catarrh in all
"Yes, yo;; are both right." angwesSowell. street (tom Ashbrook ave- It,' various forms wherever located.
ed Mayor Dunne, "the people in Chi- nue to Ashcraft avenue.
----hays avenue, from Sowell street
cago are tired of red tape, and the
PADUCAH
EVANS% ILLE.
AND
CAIRO LINK.
want the goods delivered, not prom- to Bridge street.
Concrete sidewalks and combined
ises."
curb and gutters on Fountain avenue
(Incorporated
The Nebraska "home folks" stetted
from Jefferson street to Monroe
Evan/settle and Paducah Packets,
for home yeaterda) afternoon, ttopstreet.
ping over in Detroit and In Chicago
L. A. WASHINGTON,
attending at each city the receptioe
City Engineer..
se.
arranged for Mr, Bryan,

Boat/ TM you remember eittetly whit were standing, but neither iinrks
was said?" asked Dan.
Oakley heard It. The operator's jaws
"The message was that a stems worked steadily in quiet animal enjoynorth wind was blowing and that the ment of their task. He was still centown was pretty certaen to burn unless tralising the ennction's adult male popthe engines and hose reached there to- Illation for the individual to whom life
night. But they have been saying that had become sufficiently burdensome
for two days, and the wind's always fee (Oakley's purpose. lian was gazing
changed at the might moment and driv- down the track at the red blur in the
en the fire leek."
sky. Back of that ruddy glow, in the
Dan glanced along the track and saw path of the flames, lay Antioch. The
the relief train, eousteting of an en- wind was In the north. He was thinkglue, tender rind two flat care, loaded ing, as he had many times In the last
with hone and fire engines, on ono of hour, of C011Strince and the Emory's.
the 'Wings. He turned on Lemke with In the face of the danger tteit threatan angry scowl.
ened he even had a friendly feeling for
"Why haven't you tried to start that the rest of Antioch. It had le-tou
decent
train through?
ready!!
and kindly In its fiethiou well Ryder
"No one is here to go with It. Mr. act to work to ruin him.
Oakley. I was sort of counting on the
He knew he might ride into Antioch
freight crew for the job."
on lois engine none the worse for the
"Where's Raker?"
"He ivent home on the 6:10. He
evea up at Carew. you know."
This was the first stop on the M. and
W. east of Bilekliorn.
"Why did you let him leave? Do
yen no-an to may that he's been loaflag around here all dey with his hands
In his ,
i ...kets? He'll never pull another throttle for the Ilnekleberry
Durkm did not attempt to reply to
this explosion of wruth.
"Who made up the train?" demandjla
ed Dalt.
"Baker did him and his tiremati. I
didn't know but the freight might cents
up from Parker's Run, anti I wanted
to he this! for 'etn. I couldn't do a
thing with Baker. I toil him his orders were to try and reach Antioch
wtth the relief train, but be said he
didn't care who gave the order, ho
wasn't going to risk his life."
But tele had lost intereet hi Raker
"Look here," lie riled. "You must
get a fireman for we, and I'll take out
the train myself"
He wondered why he had not thought
of this before.
"I guess I'll manage tp reach Ant,
orb," he added as he ran across to the
siding and swung himself Into the cab.
A faded blue. blouse and a pair of
greasy overalls were lying ou the seat
In the cab. Ile removed his coot and
Text and pot them on, Durk*, who had
follevesol him, climbed up ou -the oditii. •
it ain't right.
-You'll have to run slow. Mr. Oakley, :**Tecetet swou r e,
rit toe with y"
ou.
,
bemuse it's likely the heat has eprend
the rails, If it ain't twisted them loose trip, except for a few burns, but
from the ties," be volunteered. For there was the poselbillty of a more
answer Oakley thrust a shovel into his - tragic ending. Still, whatever the re' snit be would have done his full part.
hands.
He faced Durks again.
-Here. throw in some coal," be or"Any luau who knows enough to
dered, opening the furnace door.
Durks turned a sickly. mottled *bite. shovel coal will do," be said.
"But no are will want to take such
"1 enset leave," he gasped.
"You idiot. Yon don't suppose I'd long chances, Mr. Oakley. Raker sted
take you from your poet. What I want It was just plain suicide."
Dan swore like a brakeman out of
you to do Is to help we get up steam."
The operator attacked the coal on temper In the bad, thoughtless.' manner
the tender vigorously. He felt an im- of his youth.
At the Kerne moment a heavy, slouchmense sense of comfort.
Tonne railroad experience covered ing flame emerged from the shadow at
nearly every branch. So It thawed the opposite end of the freight car and
that he bad fired for a year prior to came hesitatingly toward the two men.
taking an office meeker. Indeed, his Then a voles said in gentle admen,first ambition bad been to le an en- tent:
"Don't swear so, Donnie. It ain't
rk, and,
gineer. It was now witty
the fires being raked down, be lit a right. I'll go with you."
It was his father,
torch and inspected his engine with a
connorehenelve eye. Next he probed
CHAPTF.R XXII
a two foot oiler into the rods and bearNTIoseil had grown Indifferent
togs and fined the cups. lie found a
to 'forest fires. They were of
certain pleasure in the fact that the
almost annual recurrence, and
lore of the craft to which he hal
the town had come to expect
aspired was still fresh in his init,O
"Baker keeps her in apple pie order, them each fall. 'As the Hon. Jet) BarJoe." he oeserved approvingly. The !sews remarked with cheerful optimism.
rotting a popular belief. If it was inoperator nodded.
tended Antioch ahould go that way it
"He's always tinkering."
"Weil, he's done tinkering for us un- • would have gone long ago.
But this summer the drought had
hoes I land In a ditch tonight, with the
' been of longer duration than usual. The
tender on top of me."
A purring sound Maned from the woods were like tinder, and the Meesquat throat of the engine. It was "!table wedding from some careless
sending aloft wreaths of light gray hunter's gun or the scattered embers
smoke and softly spitting retiliot eta- from some campfire far up In the
northern part of the state had started
dere
Dan clinthel upon the tender and in- a conflagration that was licking up
spected the tauk. Last of all be went milea of timber and moving steadily
south behind a vast curtain of smoke
f000rmand and ULM. headlight end his
preparattous were complete. He Jump- that darkened half the state. It Was
ed down from the cab and stood be- only when the burned out settlersfrom
the north began to straggle in that AnEde elict en VW plefforen.
"Nnw," he said cheerfully, "where's tioeli awoke to a proper sense of Its
danger.
that fireman. Joe?"
It was then that Antioch sent out Its
lie
"He's gone home, Mr. Oakley
ere totlives at cnrerm. droctr- vamp as Peter," &we esiteefee-belts, --It neededalled and hose, and it needed them
faltered ttiot operator.
"Then there's another man whose badly, especially the hose, for the litservices We won't revere in future, tie reservoir from which the town
drew its water supply was almost
We'll have to find some one eke."
"I don't think you can." ventured empty.
Antioch forgot the minder of Ryder,
Duns reluctantly, Instinct told him
that this opinion would not tend to in- It forgot Roger Oakley, the strike and
danger
L all lesser affairs. A common dang
crease his popularity with Oakley.
! threatened its homes, perhaps the lives
"Why not?'
of its citizens...
"They just won't want to go."
I
A score of angry men were stamping
"Do you mean to tell me that they
up and down the long platform across
will allow Antioch to burn and not lift
from the shops or pushing In and out
a band to save the town?' he demandof the ugly little depot, which had
ed Sternly.
taken on year's in apparent age and
Re couldn't believe it
decay In the two days during vrhdeh
"Well, you woe, there won't any one
no trains had lea-n running.
here want to get killed, and they will
They were abusing Holt, the railroad
think they got etionIfto trouble of their and
every one'eonnected with it. For
home."
them
keep
own to
the thousandth time they demanded to
we
see
if
and
"We can go uptown
know where the promised relief train
'can't find R man who thinks of more was—If it had started from. Ruckhorn
than his own skin," said Dan.
Junction, supl, if it hadn't started, the
"Oh, yes; we can try!" agreed Durke reason of the delay.
Apathetleally, but his tone implied an
The harried nesletent treasurer anItnehaken conviction that the search WWered these questions as best he
would.,prove a fruitless one.
"Can't yen think of any one who
"Are you going to let tbe town burn
would like to make the trip?" Dusts without making a move to entre_ It?"
his
lucky
thanked
was tboeghtftl. He
demanded an excited citizen.
Stars teat the M. and W. paid bait his
"von don't think I am any more
salary. At last he geld:
anelotut to see It go than you arm.?'
"Not I can't, Mr. Wiley."
retorted Holt angrily.
There was a sound like the crunehIng
"Then why don't pout road do setaeof cinder* uoderfoot on the Ober aide tb..__ tO toreveet itr
useessesegek .„4
jest
1
.
Id0lellErefilkieditiateellailEIL.11
1
9
,
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There's Nothing
Beyond Us in
Garment Making

An ass la an ter, thoneh hie sadd'eOIL MEN ATTACK ii HAIM
Charme

ri1111 With
I norlitteln

I

KILL mg COUCH I

me CURE

LUNCEir

THE
Cleveland, Sept. 3.—Complaiats
against forty-one railroads operating
VTR
In Indiana have been forwarded to
the Indiana state railroad commeeinn
by the National Petroleum assorlation,
wheel has headquarters here
Toe
ONSUEPTION
Pyles
coniplaints. according to statements i rein
and
613c :1111.00
DS
slven out here last night, are made
Fro Trial
esi Meier of the Natjonal Oil RefinBurr . and Quickest Care for all
ing company of Indianapolis, the Tle- 1, TIILJAT and LUNG TROVEo LE& or MONEY BACK_
-1as 0.1 letenPane oUredlanapoIls all
tee -Evansville Refining company of
Evansville, Lad. All of the comphallists allege ciassifieation of oil in
freight rates.
The speelfic
charge
made is that Nov. ere 1899, the ceaseficadon of petreeum
was changed
k7,1
from the fifth to the fourth elites within the state of Indiana, except from
Points of shipments from which sacal oil tariffs are issued at different
rates, and it Is alleged that this refuels In discrimination,

Dr.King's
I Now Discovery
lug CalG1411

MARKS WASITherEITARLE.
"During the early days crude oil
was refined and everything but the
refined oil was thrown away as peeessary waste: hut
no sooner hal
John D. Rockefeller entered the oil
fields their he began looking ;or
means whereby the waste products
could be profitably
utilized.
The
Standard Oil company had hardly
been organized before It sent Its
agents to Europe to engage the ielonIng chemists of England and ile•many and a large sten was spent in the
erection of one of the most complete
chemical laboratories in the world.
It is doubtful if any capital ever Invested in any manner ever reaped a
larger relarrn than the money welch
the Standard Oil company expended
In the erection of this chemical laboratory and in the employment of the
most expert cfiemists in ties country and Europe. John D. Archbold,
viee-preaident of the Standard Oil
cogipany, is authority for the statement that for the last ten years
•ore than one-half of the profits of
the company have been made out of
the menufactere of by-prestittets. Indeed, so important has this branch
o ftbe Standard 011 company grown,
that if the company was today In a
Position where it was forced to
choose between its refined oil and
its by-prodnrta it would choose the
latter. The company could throw into
the ocean every drop of refined oil Ite
fast as it was manufactured, and
would still be able to pay handsome
dividends to its stockholders simply
through the gale of its by-products."
---Henry C. Nicholas In
Mood)'s
Magazine for August. ,
Wouldn't Stop There.
Old Deacon Monte was as good at
repartee an ant man living. One time
he was taking a vessel doyen New
York harbor. Another vessel collided with his, and the two drifted on
together.
"Cut loose! Cut loose!" called the
ether captain.
Morse couldn't; but demanded that
the other do so. Thls the stranger
wouldn't do, but he warned Morse,
If he didn't that they would resort
reach Hell Gate.
, "Well," replied Morse, you won'.
stop at the gate if you don't rut loose
frOut us In about to

Hotel Cumberland
Broadway at Seth St.

NEW

YORK CITY, N. Y.

The most km uriou•lv appointed hotel in
Saw York. Ile furnish nun are rare rich
and in good tsuse
The testily polished
thoovelmout the enttre house are cowed with handsome oriental rugs. Tiled
tar open air a
balm
feature. Telephone ie
warte.
Thin h net offers to
and tans.
lent guests ,upe.for accommodations ser
vire etc •t tempting rat's. Inspection of
this beautiful establishment invited.

flews

MOM.•Intol•tIng at,,,

Our new woolens are a
choice selvction from the best
foreign and domestic looms,
We show many handsome
and exclusive patterns,

You'll find our prices moderate and pleating.

D1CKE&BLACK
letroaectsweay
Oppesite Fraternitir Buileing,

WAR PAPER

25c Per Room
BORDER

AND CEILIN8 TO MATCH

Ro.,m ny u zc—the 'arger
tie lEtter for us. -W e charie
se extra tor hanging, an i will
n it sell this p per for less
than regular price unless we
hang the piper. We make
this special price in oidtr to
give our men steady work,
and the bargain on'y alludes
to those who wa-it a complete
job, of which we guarantee
will be cheape- than at y
paper ever sold. Extra charge
r plastering, sit ng , and
taring off paper

(Daily Except Sunday )
Steamers Joe Fowler and Jobs a.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Beansclue and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now al effete from Padie,:h to Evansville and
return, 84.00. Elegant music on the
boat. Table unsurpassed.
STEAMISii DICK FOWLER
braves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at a a, m. sharp, daily except Sulefay. Special ereni,lon rates
now In effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
'and room. Good music and table unsurpassed.
For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent. or
Given Fowler, City Pass Agent. at
Fowler-Crunthaugh & Co's once.
Both phones No. 33,
WT. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
RI% ER PACE VT (X)IKPANY.
FOR TENNISDSKE RIVER.
Owe.

oliesuperado
SILUIED CLYDE
Lome Paducah for Tenneresee ftl•et
Every Bedreeday at 4 p.
A. W. WRIGHT
Marilee
EUGENE B.41111\SON
t lett
This company is not responsible
for invoice charges unless collected
by the clerk of the boat.

SOAPS SOAPS SOAPS
WE MUST HAVE

teuunioirei

SANDERSON

BEND SOK ILIA)
''''''' BOOKLET.

EDWARD R. SWETT
P ROPRIETOR

Wall Paper aed Picture

Frame

Store

hue 1513. 421 Broadway

We
have all kinds. You
tan find the kind of
Soap you wan: at

_Our line is large.

THE BIG FOUR
(New York Central Lines.)

THE BEST LINE TO

NDIANAPOLIS,
PEORIA,
CHICAGO
And all points in !means and

SMITH & NAGEL'S

Micb gan.

TOLEDO,
DETROIT,
CLEVELAND,
BUFFALO,
NEW YORK,
BOSTON
And all points East.
Info:maim' cheeofully furnished on
application at City Ticket Office "Rig
Four Route," No, 259 Fourth Are., or
write to
S. J. GATES,
Gott Agt. Passenger Department,
Louisville, Ky.
H. J. RHELN,
Otweirsnad, O.
Gem. Pass. Am-

Es irilit4:171Cureisrlirinilde
lTWt
tl.nime1

Weeding

1,..i.

and
Itching
Piles. it abwrion the
1ysi the itching at once, seta
'seta.%
178
1
1

. rill:tire,
.11ra

tumors.
mt..

meet la prepared for elitad IWOthe perste pima le
hos Is
P
warranted. tie strereisee.eY,
i v511 re ge4c
iiimayi.0 .
,ac.c; ,-.....1.
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I-,
,11 ,eL
i
.
'
.
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r
LiAir,
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Drug Store

LAY IN YOUR COAL NEW STATE HOTEL
ILL,
ME'°ROPOLIS,
If you place your order with
us you will be able to cackle
with satisfaction, too, when
cold weather conies. We
can send you nice bundled
kindling right along with
your coal. Order now.

Both Phone4o- 204

!Newest and best hotel In the city
Rates 12.00, Two large sample
oonts. Bath rooms.
Electric
!gots. The only centrally located
aotel In the city.

Commercial Patraugs 3ellcItet•

Johnston.Denker DkAUGHON'S
giz4ine4g/Voilaja
Coal Co.
(incorporated,)

m11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
A coquette disteisee of her

on tiro syndicate pia%

algaetions
,

1101011, 312-316 Orsailiay, ail NASIAL11
joy On11•••• lii IP. Stairs itonertopes 55
t.1110•1 Ot money it EPUNDPILl Alf: Iva, 11 y
yt
t at
MAIL, catalogue
aga*
in is Tile * T. Call Sr seed tor

a c.,„ati
„,

•

Tim

PARS

BAITED HUSBAND
WITH GOOD WINE

NEGRObei ON LICNCRING EVIL.
National Body Derlares It Has Dire
Retests lige Roth 'Races.

•

LABOR IS SCARCE
IN THIS COUNTY

STANDAR") Oil, COI NSEL MIAS,
Ober Aid of Itischefelk-r (tall* Boast
Speech "Pry-owl...1141,s'.

Cleveland,
Sept. 3.—Detroseostle
Atlanta. Ga., Sept. 3.--The Nationstate leaders dare- in their views real Negro Business League today
garding the *pest of Mr. Bryan. His
adopted resolutions as to !slating,
Then Abducted Her Child Be- declaring that the progress and happi- Dollar anti a Quarter a Day advocacy of government ownership of
railroads was the subject which caused
ness of the two recces in the south are
and Board Offered.
fore His Eyes,'
the most comment. Virgil P. Kline,
so interwoven that whatever helps the
counsel for John D. Rockefeller and
One helps the other and whatever rethe Standard Oil company in Ohio,
tards the progress of the one retards
Mrs. Catherine Reed Tells How She the progress of the other, and that Seems to Be No Inducement to La- who a few months ago declared for
borers to Work OD Farms.—
(Joe posseseion of Lloyd Reed,
Ur. Bryan for president, saying he
lawless hangings have evil results for
Beale City Prier,
Jr., Her Voungent.
could not approach the present occuboth races The National Negro Bankpant of the White House when it
ing association was formed, with W.
comes to radicalism, today declared
R Pettiford, of Birmingham, Ala., as
the Nebraskan's speech to be preposit ST CAUGHT M4)VING TRAIN president. and J. H. McConico, of Lit- EXPECT TO GM' lels CROP
terous
Kline's
views sexpressed
tle Rock, Ark , as secretary -treasurer
months ago were tagen to mean that
Booker T. Wathington was again
the Standard Oil company would back
elected president of the league. ToAmerican farmers have gone back Bryan, but his later opinion tends to
Erie, Pa , Sept 3
Society In peka, Kan., will be the next meeting
to doing their own work. They com- disprove that theory.
Erie has been set astir over the sen- Place,
bine the function of directing their
sational abduction of Lloyd
Reed,
hands with actual labor themselves.
Jr., by his mother, Mrs. Catherine
But they are not doing their own
Reed, who made a flying trip front
work front hard times --except in seNew YOrk to get her *on from her
curing labor, The American farmer.
Millionaire husband, Lloyd G. Reed.
his sou, and wife, from the scarcity
Since the separation of the Reeds.
Mrs. Reed has had her two young- TO STOP FAST TRAIN
WHEN of labor, have to get out Into the MAY BE LARGE ONE IN THE POfield, if they would save the 'bumper
est children with her In New York.
LICE COURT.
THE ARE LATE.
crops which nature has produced this
Lloyd, aged 17, is said to have wantfall.
ed to go with her, too. The court had
Not only In the great grain fields
already been appealed to and a guarSpecial .tgent of HIM" (-retest of the were is this scarcity of labor No Court Risk' Teday Ressuse it le s
dian was appointed to handle the esHoliday—Ms Caere Will
Railroad Is investigating
causing the "boss" to work as well
tate, Reed being weak and incompet 'molest.
Go over.
as the laborer. In McCracken county
tent to do so.
a
dollar
and
a
half
a
day
and
board
Reed reached the-Lake Shore stawill not secure labor on some of the
tion Just as the train with his wife
farms. In the city, day laborers get a
and child pulled out for New York.
Persons residing between Paducah
Police Judge E H. Pursear held no
He barely missed it, and as it sped and Cairo who fall to make the train dollar and a quarter a day and have court this morning, and Tuesday' the
on its way back to New York Mrs. in time to hoard it at the depot have to provide board for thmselves.
docket will probably be large.
This scarcity of labor vastly has
Reed related the story of the kid - been in the habit of throwing the
The following arrests have ben
stimulated
the
labor-saving
sale
of
Parting
switch at the southeast line juncmade since Saturday night" Joh'n L.
farm machinery. It is so in raking
l'aes Wine as a Hatt.
tion at Jaeksoa street In the PaduJohn-on, colored, elsarken stealing:
She told of coming to Erie and of cah Illinois Central yards, and Spe- hay, in harvesting corn and wheat.
W. H. Patterson, breach of ordinance:
Somehow, though, wnen the fall
registering at the Reed hotel. Then c:al Agt-ntJ. D. King is in the city
Vet I I la m Sheerer, breast of pews'
has past. It usually has been the case
she added:
looking after the matter. He will
George Underwood, drunkenness, Poe
that
the
crops
have
been
harvested
"Knowing my husband's weakness prosecute the persons If he can learn
IteKmight, colored, willful
In full, and despite the unfulfilled
for wine, I called him up on the tel- who they are.
Mack noose cruelty to animals.
demand
the
crops
of
for
labor
now,
ephone and began joktng wtth him.
The train to Cairo which connects
this
harvested.
fall
be
doubtless will
He at first seemingly thought I was with the fast Chicago flyer, is schedsome other woman, but when I mat- uled to leave here at 6:11) o'clock,
0,1 if he wouldn't like to come ana and often passengers de net ass to ILLINOIS CENTRAL R. R. EXCURRIVER NBFF'S SION BI'LLETIN.
have a couple of bottles of wIne with the depot in time. Several got "next"
Chattanooga,
Tenn-Regimental
me he knew who it was. It wouldn't to the switch and threw It against
Chicdo to let him know I had come to the train. Slow orders eye observed Reunion Anniversary Battle of
Erie direct from New York or be and there is not an.s danger of an kamauga: Dates of sale Sept. 17, IR
The hammer and th:e saw are Idle
might have become suspicious KO I accident, but delay is occasioned In and 19,, 1906, limit Sept. 3P, 1906
at the ways and drydocks today Othfee
By
depersiting
and
paying
ticket
told him I had been to a funeral in stopping the train and throwing the
of 50 cents tleketa can be extended er Itoliclays are not so rigorously obCleveland.
switch right.
to Oct. 31, 1906. Round trip rate served, but when Labor Day comes
"He said he would like the wine,
Because of tbe frequency of the
there is not a single thing doing.
$9.25.
and as an after thought I suggeated occurrence the trainmaster has asThe Aver fell .8 le the last 48
Colo—.
Pike's
Colorado
Springs,
that he bring Aaron with him. An signed a regular switchman to the
Peak Centenlal Celebration. Dates of hours. The stage is 11.1 feet. The
hour later they were at the hotel place every evening to see that the
sale Sept. 19. 20 and 21, 1906, nmit Wharfboat will receive freight CI da .
and I gave Aaron to understand that switch Is thrown properly. He Is Mr.
Oct. 15 1906. Round trip rate
Capt. Frank Lyon
brought the
he must do exactly as I told him.
F. Morthland, and since the action of
$26.30.
Speed from Greenville, Miss., to th,
"After talking with Mr. Reed for the tralaniastlir no delays have been
Oathries Ky—Dark Tobacco Grow- city to go on the ways for general re
a while, I asked him to go to the occasioned.'
ers' Association. Dates of se
Sept. pairs. It probably will be taken out
lawyer's office with me I had learnSpecial Agent J. D. King went 22, 1906,
limit Sept. 24. 190 . Rqsna Wednesday. Capt. Lyon wLl remain
jewelry
ed, that he wanted certain
down the Cairo extension this morntrip rate 14.95.
here until the job is sompleted
which he could only get with my con- ing to Investigate the matter. It Is
Lexington, Ky.-- Colored A A M.
The Savannah arrived from St
sent, and I determined to play this said that Keell residents are largely
Fair. Dates of sale Sept. 11 to ill. Louis Saturday night on the up trip
Jewelry against the child. Once in responsible for the delays, several
1906, limit Sept. 17 1906. Roand to the Tennesaee river.
the Street, however, ctrcnmstances having been recognized.
trip rate $1.35.
Government Poppet-tog Mat-Donald
suddenly
changaided me. Mr Reed
Memphis, Tenn.— National Rap- and Green will be here Wednesday to
ed his mind about going to the law Money Market a Danger Signal.
Gat (Colored) Convention. Dates of inspect the Russell fiord, Payouts and
Speculators on the stock exchange
err and said he would go floe and
sale Sept. 9 to 12, inciustve, 1906, Gate
CRY.
get shaved aurrattend to some other who have been recklessly buying and emit Sept. 20, 1006. Round trip
'nut Msrgarett arrived yesterday
matters.
bidding up stocks seem to have a rate $5.25.
anti will leave today 'or the Tennes"In urging him to go with me I child-like confidence that Money from
New York, N. Y.--Home-Coming
see river alter ties.
his some quarter will be forthcoming to
had ,laced my arms around
William Jennings Bryan. Dates of
The Buttorff did not arrive front
neck, and this drew a large crowd. finance their operations even while an sale Aug. 29 and 29, 1906, limit to
Seeing my opportunity ,I told Aaron enormous crop movement is In pro- leave New York Sept. 4. Round trip Nephrite Stinday night as per echedue. but will be here Vv'ecinesday for
to run for the hotel and I remained gress. This view may possibly be rate 126 7S.
the regrlar trip to Nashville.
with Mr. Reed long enough to make correct, but it never has been in the
Los Angeles, Cal— National BapThe Charles Turner left today for
sure the child would get away.
past and the sources from
which tist Convention. Dates ofssale Sept.
"Theq I hastened to the hotel and money can be °brained are no MI- 3 to 14, 1906, limit Oct. 31, 1906. the Tennessee river after ties.
The Settles arrived out of the Tenwhere his ferentsor more plethoric than in years Round trip rate $60.50.
put the boy In a room
father would not find him and tele- gone by -:Sin all probability this counLouisville, Ky— Annual State nessee river Saturday night on the
phoned for a dray. It Vas a simple try will getsmany millions of doilara Fair. Dates of sale Sept. 15 to 22, In- return trip to St. Louts.
The Russell Lord will leave Wedmatter to figure just how long it from Europe w1thin the next six or clusive. 1900. Round trip rate $6.95.
would be before Mr Reed got back seven months. indeed. It will have to
For further particulars apply to nesday for the White r'ver in Arkanto his home and after starting, the get- a large amount In Order to con- J. T. DONOVAN, Agent, PaducaII, sas after ties for the Ayer-Lord Tie
dray there I got on a trolley car aud duct its tegttimate business upon a
-commies.
Ky.
went to the house myself.
The Joe Fowler arrived from Evsatisfactory basis, hut ire doubt van R. M. PRATHER, T. A., Union De"The drayman got all the trunks much whether the supply for some
ansville Sunday and left today on
pot.
on his vehicle and started away while time to tome will be sufficient to meet
time at 1 lo'clock for the scams point.
I remained behind to talk with the the demands of a rampant speculation.
Ravings of French Peasants.
The Clyde will arrive out of tie
make sure she in Wall street -Wall
housekeeper and
One of the wonders of the indus- Tenn. see river tonight and lie over
Street Sumdidn't go to the telephone. I would mary.
trial world has always been the Phe- until Wedneelay events:' when she resurely have hen stopped If she had
nomenal thrift of the French Peas- turns to the tramp river.
done so,
The Henry Harley is expected to
antry. Since 1580 the depositors in
Unappreciated.Enceeregentent.
"It took me less' than a minute to
One very slippery day "Mark Twain" French savings banks have subscribed arrive from the upper Cumierland
buy my tickets, have my traks in his sealskin overcoat was walking and paid for $44s4o4irsob worth of river Thursday.
'thrown into the baggage rar and down Main rtreet in Hartford. A government bonds. Since 1891 these
The Dick Fowler had a good Passtart for the train. I was not a sec- portly citizen whom be knew by sight saving bank depositors have also Bub- senger trip to Cairo and way points
ond too P0011, for as I reached the fell just in front of him with a thud. scribed for $104.1)00,4119-0 In bonds is- this Morning.
began to Looking calmly down, with that shad- sued by the French colonies and procar platform the train
move."
owy smile which, natty stirred his tectorates. nearly $2,00.04)-0.404 in Low Excursion Rates
eta Routiseen
heavy mustache "Mark'Tairid" dreier- city of Paris bonds and $183,040sono
Hallway From Loukrville.
Ted: 'You'll have to hit it again and In other
Islet* Winking.
municipal 'bonds and In
Denver, Colorado Springs and PueIt was the unvarying swoon] of the a little harder. Then 4 think you'll mortgages and loan companies.. The blo, ('RI., $36.-00 on sale daily to
late Dr. 0. B. Cheney, president of break through." All appreciation of number of depositors has increasod Sept. se with return limit of October
Hates college, to terminate the exer- humor had been so welt shaken ant from 5.000,000 to 7.4010,-0010.
31st.
cises at commencement dinner by ask- of the fat man that with a purple face obvious that this wonderful demonAsheville, N. C., $15.95. On sale
ing all to join in singing the doxology. be told Mr. Clements to go where stration of thrift is out of keeping ally the year round good returning
On one occasion the late Congressman there is always a sunressful corner on with a popular_ notion of France as a within six months.
Nelson Dingley had been set down as lee and snow. Mr Clements walked gay! and 'Imptovident nation.IndianLow HomerwekereS Rates to many
the last of the speakers. but he was on, saying sadly: "That is the very apolls Star.
points in the Sourheast, West ap4
prevented from attending. end sent a last time that I'll ever try to encourage
Southwest on first and third Tuesdays
note of excuse, which did not reach a man to get rip when he is down on
of each month, Juno to November inAn Insured Finger.
the president, who, when Mr. Ding- Ice."
Hien, the gypsy fiddler who eloped clusive.
ley 's name was reached on the list.
with the Princess Chiniey, formerly
For additional Information, tickets
Possibilities
of
the
South.
announced him. After a pause he inMiss Ward. of Detroit, is now playing etc., call on any agents of the South
The Mantifacturers' Record or Balquired if the congressinan were not
in the east. He haste! anger trerured ern Railway or address J. F. Logan,
timore says:
preeet. 'Being informed that he was
for S25,000 and says he took out the traveling passenger agent, 111 East
"Coal and iron. the foundations of
not in the room, the venerable presipolicy because "a turned child dreads Main street, Lexington, Ky.: C. H.
the world's chief industries. the haves
dent, bethinking himself only of his
the
fire." He lost a lot of money and Hungerford. district pasaenger agent.
of the vast wealth of Great Britain.
80111, professional reputation by
Jo- 234, Fourth avenne, Louisville: G. B
cherished form of closing. calmly said:
"Germany and Pennsylvania, the mov-As Congressman Dingle; is not Presinting his finger noon after arriving Allen, A. G. P. A. Si, Louis. Mo.
ing fortes of all civIliSation, are found
ent, let us all rise and sing. 'Praise In the south in quantity, proximity In this country. He tried to play and
critics said he was not an artist
Ile
God
From
Whom
All Blessings and cheapness of production
"I suppose." said Miss Angular.
on. it
led his orchestra and they accused "yen would hardly believe me
Plow.'"
to be
scale not elsewhere duplicated in the
him of not being able to play. Then 12 years old" "Oh, yes." rejoined
world
Of coal the south has nearil
now
as
insured
his
finger,
which
is
be
Senator Allison Recovers.
lir. Bellingham, "I would have bethree tittles AP much in qratitity aM
Dubuque, Iowa, Eept. 3.-- Sena- Great Britain. Germany and Pennsyl- good as eve-. Oa his arm he heats lieved it ten years ago." -Chicago
tor Allison apparently has recovereu vania combined. Of iron ore the an elaborately tattooed figure of the News.
from his serious illness and is at- month has certainly one-half of all the Princes; C-bimay.
Dr. Frederick Hegar, the foremost
tending the tri-state fair here.
known ore of the entire country.
A map isn't known an much by the' Swiss composer, has retired from
Measure if you can the limitless potsWhere . there are DO unbelievers albillittee, the valet wealth of the future comrir he keeme arc the line of talk public life after 01 years' activity as
a conductor,
Me mit to his neighbors.
he
tilde ill Do faith.
of this neetlat."
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COAL

me PITTSBURG COAL
— corm!' us BROADWAY
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CO.
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—

TELEPHONES Ng $

Facts That Cannot Be Denied
When you buy Pittsbur_g Coal yGti get
bigger bushels, better coal and the most
coal. Every load weighed by a sworn
weigher and certified to be correct. Every
lump is of superior quali_ty, and dug by
skilled union miners. It holds fire over
night and it don't clinker. No slate, no
dirt, no sulphur, no waste and no bad odor
in the house from burning it. Our Pitttburg
Coal gives satisfaction and you get value received for your money. Let us quote you
prices.

PITTSBURG COAL CO.
Office 126 Broadway. Both Phones No.3
JAMES J. O'DONNELL, Manager

NEWS NOTES FROM SUNDAY PAPERS.
The renewal of terrorirm on a large; against a number of the leading railscale In Russia has greatly Intenettled Iroads of the,country.
The plant of the Eureka Refrigerathe hostility of the ruling classes
against the Jews, who have long been tor companySof Indianapolis. was deregarded as the brains of the revolu- stroyed by fire which- started from a
tion. and, it is believed, has diminished torch accidentally dropped by an entheer chances of obtaining more than gineer.
The (-onset on of Private- Herbert
a nominal enlargement of their rights.
The statement of the New York Crader, who was wounded Friday at
elearingshoure banks for last week Camp Harris, was reported yesterday
shows that the hanks bold $2.869,400 mi being very gratifying to his physicover the legal reserve requirements. ians
Within fifteen minutes of the time
This Is a decrease of $1,4210.67-5 as
as_gteyrominn
compared with the previous week.
the bill V/K
yesterday. t
lIttarm
s:
ttlect
-Marry Democrat* in Writhing
expressed themselves as emphatically ICttitet-was granted a divorce In a Chicago
against government ownership of rail- court.
A large vote is expected in the ben- •
roads, that section of Mr. Bryan's
speech seeming to have met with a nial election In Arkansas. The Democratic state nominees Item the only
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